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Abstract
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1. Introduction

1.1

Introduction

I have always been interested in women in engineering. Where do they come
from? Why? How do they survive technical studies and where do they go after
studies? As I will represent in this thesis, I myself was a typical female applicant in engineering: there were many engineers in my family and my mother
supported my career choice. I completed my degree studies in 5.5 years and
went on to work.
But what about the others?
Women have been a minority in engineering programmes around the world.
Despite girls performing well in secondary schools maths and science in Finland, the number of female engineering students has not risen in recent years
in our higher engineering education unit in Espoo: during the years 20052014 in our former Helsinki University of Technology (TKK), current Aalto
University, the percentage of female students in engineering programmes has
been approximately 20%.
In this thesis I map the female engineers path from the beginning (first recollection of engineering), through their studies and further on to early career.

1.2

Basis of Research

The underrepresentation of women in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) education and working life has long been a debated
phenomenon. Researchers over the world have published on this subject.
However, the number of women in higher engineering education has not risen.
Why would we then need women to enter engineering professions? Firstly, if
we miss half of the eligible candidates based on gender, we lose a lot, since the
engineering field is widening and becomes ever more critical for nations’ economic growth. Other driving forces for change are, for example, globalisation
and changing economics (Cago;Ziman;Caro;Constantinou;& Davies, 2004)
(Kuenzi;Matthews;& Mangan, 2006) (Kuenzi, 2008) (Osborne & Dillon,
2008) (Dow, 2006). Secondly, the engineering projects become increasingly
complex and more work is done in interdisciplinary or distributed teams.
Women are needed, since they are good team players and socially skilled (Bass
& Avolio, 1994) (Loufti, 2001) (Bannerot, 2003).
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The loss of women in higher engineering education is something that starts
at an early age and continues throughout the school system: beginning as
small children, boys are the first to try out computers and other cool gadgets,
whereas girls wait for their turn (Gürer & Camp, 2002). At STEM classes boys
get more support and more attention from a STEM teacher than girls (Klawe &
Leveson, 1995). Girls learning strategies are more passive, less demanding and
less experimental (Seymour, 1995). Many schoolgirls ‘know’ they cannot perform well in STEM subjects. Girls also suffer from social pressure elsewhere,
even though their STEM grades are better than their male peers (Klawe &
Leveson, 1995).
In higher engineering education women discontinue their studies more often
than their male peers (Seymour, 1995) (Seymour & Hewitt, 1997) (Brainard &
Carlin, 1998). Also, the careers of female engineers are viewed with lower expectations than their male peers (Blau & Kahn, 2000) (Gneezy;Niederle;&
Rustichini, 2003) (Bilimoria;Joy;& Liang, 2008) (Croson & Gneezy, 2009)
(Cochran;Wang;Stevenson;Johnson;& Crews, 2011).
In my research I present accurate and relevant information regarding women’s paths towards an education in higher engineering, as well as their support
methods during studies and early career.

1.3

Research Questions and Methods

In my research I explain the essential turning points in women’s journeys,
from their first recollection of higher engineering education to early career. My
methods depend on each research question and research paper. An emphasis
is placed on qualitative methods.
The backbone of my thesis is a collection articles that are linked by subject
(women in higher engineering education) and a timeline (first recollection of
engineering as a study/work field to early career). The hierarchical timeline of
my research questions is represented in APPENDIX A.

Higher EngineeringEducation
(RQ1):Whatare
women’spathstoour
universityoftechnology?

(RQ2):Canwehelpfemale
students’retainingprocess
duringearlystudiesincostandan
administrationͲeffectiveway?

(RQ3):Whataretheearly
careerprospectsoffemale
engineersgraduatedfrom
ouruniversity?

Figure1Timelineofmyresearchquestions

My first research question is: what are women’s paths to our university of
technology?
From a wider perspective I aim for answers in questions such as: what road
do women take in order to reach our university of technology? Can we find
14
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common motives for women choosing engineering? Do connecting themes
exist and explain the process of women choosing their degree programme?
Can they be categorised?
As a research method, I use narrative inquiry to investigate student stories:
narrative research explores the meanings of human action and phenomena
constructed in narratives. My data is eligible data for narrative research, as the
chain of events have a beginning, storyline and end (Connelly & Clandin,
1990). The narrative research method is justifiable, since I am interested in the
path on which female applicants come to our university. Understanding the
paths involves more than asking reasons: we get the chronological order of
events that eventually leads to decision making and starting one’s studies in
our technical university.
My second research question is: can we help with the retainment of female
students during their early studies in a cost and an admin-efficient way?
The few women enrolled in higher engineering education discontinue their
studies more often than their male peers, especially during the first years of
study. The important aspect is that they discontinue their studies even though
their study success is good (Seymour, 1995) (Seymour & Hewitt, 1997)
(Brainard & Carlin, 1998).
To answer my second research question I produced two different case studies to lower the discontinuance records of female students: adjusting arrangements in the regular CS course and monitoring a small interdisciplinary course
outside official course selection. The emphasis in my study is efficiency: I aim
for support activities that require the minimum budget and minimum effort
from personnel. This way, it would be realistic to create and maintain these
activities. The experiments like creating a whole programming course to attract women are theoretically significant, but they are not very practical, since
creating a whole new course is very time-consuming and faculties are always
short of resources (Rich;Perry;& Guzial, 2004).
By arranging CS course training sessions by gender in all-male, fifty-fifty and
all-female groups, I answer questions such as: how do students interact with
each other? Is there a difference between the ways female and male students
interact in different kinds of groups? Does it matter if the gender balance in a
group is even or not? If it does, what kind of balance would the different genders most benefit from? In what kind of group would they feel the most comfortable? I use questionnaires, observation and free-form feedback as research
methods in this study.
For a small course outside basic faculty supply, I researched the features of a
small cross-disciplinary course of literature. The teacher came outside the faculty and worked on an hourly basis, which made the course’s costs low. I
aimed to find answers to questions like: why was the course so highly appreciated among participants? Why are women enrolled on the course? What was
the outcome of the course? What area of excellence does the course help to
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improve? I use three data sources: student course applications, basic course
feedback and an open-question questionnaire.
My third research question is: what are the early career prospects of female
engineers graduating from our university?
Women are good workers and good team workers (Bass & Avolio, 1994)
(Loufti, 2001) (Bannerot, 2003). However, promotions in the engineering field
traditionally require the capability to excel oneself in competitive environments. Women profit from non-competitive environments with good climate
and the prospect of feeling comforted and accepted (Cohoon & Aspray, 2006)
(Bilimoria;Joy;& Liang, 2008) (Croson & Gneezy, 2009).
The other burden is that for women, combining family and work is usually
more problematic than for men. The novelty of my research is to highlight the
power of using secondary data (data that is collected for another reason and by
someone else than the user) (Jarvenpaa, 1991). I produce new understanding
of women’s daily routines, supporting methods and survival strategies.
I have divided the problem in two: firstly, I examine answers from career and
employment surveys completed by Helsinki University of Technology graduates in 2005. The applicants answered to this survey five years after graduation, in autumn 2010. Based on this data I aim to clarify differences in women’s and men’s careers: contract of employment, duties, unemployment periods and family leave (and so on).
The second part of this study is the interpreting and analysing of interviews
of female scientists in the research department of TKK, as well as those in Oulu University: a user survey for weme.fi, an internet community for women,
was conducted in 2005. Here I also use secondary data: I got the interview
transcriptions of 18 female researchers and diaries for my study. In this study
the phenomenon called shrinking pipeline is a decisive factor. Shrinking pipeline (Camp, 1997) sketches the loss felt by women, which emerges on every
hierarchical step within an academic career in computing. It is represented in
Chapter 2.5.2.

1.4

Significance of My Research

The loss of women in higher engineering education is a phenomenon around
the world. Despite the efforts, the number of female students in higher engineering education has not risen. This unbalanced situation causes problems in
subjects of equality and loss of capable engineers and scientists in STEM
fields.
Due to a variety of reasons, the traditional engineering curricula should be
altered to include more interdisciplinary and soft-skill studies. We have two
main driving forces:
1. More interdisciplinary study programmes attract a larger applicant pool,
especially women (Beraud, A., 2003) (Borrego & Newswander, 2008).
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2. Nowadays working life demands technical, interdisciplinary and soft
skills from engineers (Dow, 2006) (Schultz, 2008).
Other forces for this transition can be driven from more and more complicated systems, rapid improvements in overall and new technologies, globalisation and complex societal processes (Rich;Perry;& Guzial, 2004).
Historically, engineering curricula have been based largely on an ‘engineering science’ model over the last five decades. Engineering is taught only after a
solid basis in science and mathematics (Dym;Agogino;Eris;Frey;& Leifer,
2005).
Enhancing engineering education is strict and time-consuming work due to
long traditions, legacy practices and the rigid structure of faculties, to name
but a few examples. Additionally, many universities suffer from a constant
shortage of resources (Erdil & Bilsel, 2005) (McAlpine, ym., 2005).
My research clarifies women’s journey to higher engineering education in
our university. It doesn’t merely ask why women choose engineering, but what
women’s paths to engineering studies were. What were the turning points?
This is very important information for recruiting campaigns.
Next, I present two methods to help the retaining process of female engineering students. This is because it has been proven through research that
female engineering students discontinue their studies more often than their
male peers (Cuny & Aspray, 2002) (Sagebiel & Dahmen, 2006).
My third contribution is to map women’s early career into numbers and figures: what are the early career prospects for female engineers compared to
their male peers? What are the challenges to female engineers’ early work careers? What are their survival strategies?


1.5

Overview of the Thesis

In chapter 2 (Literature Review) I provide common knowledge of the journey
or girls in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education through primary, secondary and upper-secondary levels. Next, I represent
young women’s prejudices and reasons not to study engineering, as well as
showing information as to why engineering is a suitable and favourable field
for women. I represent role models in technical fields as a recruitment strategy. I present knowledge of women in higher engineering education and, further on, in engineering work life.
In chapter 3 (Research Background) I introduce the theoretical basis of my
study: why are women in higher engineering education? Why engineering? I
represent Belenky’s theory ‘Women’s Ways of Knowing’, which I use in my
thesis.
In chapter 4 (Research) I discuss my research questions in more detail. In
addition I present my methodological approach and important concepts of
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Validity and Ethics. I introduce the methods I have used and results. I proceed
from RQ1 (paper I and II) to RQ3 (paper V and VI)
In chapter 5 (Discussion) I present the wider perspective of my research and
how the new knowledge can be put into practice. The emphasis is on recruitment strategies and female-friendly teaching.
In chapter 6 (Conclusions) I conclude my thesis: I summarize my research. I
then present some field statistics. Finally, I present suggestions for my future
research.
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2. Literature Review

2.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the research literature related to the research questions
in this thesis.
The Finnish schooling system is internationally renowned for its high quality. However, even our system cannot fight girls’ prejudices against their ability
to do math (or overall STEM subjects) (OECD, 2015). Earlier research depicts
that teachers handle girls and boys differently in STEM classes: boys get more
attention and support from the teacher. Also, girls’ learning strategies are
more passive than their boy peers. (Seymour, 1995) (Klawe & Leveson, 1995)
(Tonso, The Impact of Cultural Norms on Women, 1996) (Gürer & Camp,
2002)
At university level our teaching is very gender biased: women study education and liberal arts, whereas men study STEM subjects. It is difficult to recruit
women in higher engineering education. Basic reasons are the low self-esteem
towards one’s STEM ability and prejudices: young women often see engineering work as dull, boring, unfriendly and old-fashioned.
Women form a clear minority of freshers in technical universities. The second challenge is that they interrupt their studies more often than their male
peers during the first two years of study. One reason for this could be the traditional two-year elimination pedagogy which suites women worse than their
male peers.
Women in the engineering field see their career possibilities as good and versatile. However, they face more problems than their male colleagues. They also
have lower career expectations than their male peers.

2.2

Girls, Science and Engineering

In Finland we have a nationwide welfare society, which provides a high-class
child and family-care continuum through prenatal clinics, kindergartens and
high-quality elementary, secondary and upper-secondary schools. This system
is crucial for working mothers and it enables their career development and socalled mommy tracks to be avoided.
Mommy track is a phenomenon in the United States (U.S.) where women
must decide between a mummy-track (home with children) and career-track,
where the family is forced to make considerable concessions (Parker, 2009).
This mommy track is very harmful to women’s careers: in the U.S., a few years
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at home with children can result in up to a 30% loss in salary (Stone &
Lovejoy, 2004) (Hewlett & Luce, 2005).
Considering U.S. working culture, many career women are practically forced
to choose full-time motherhood (Yurtseven, 2002). However, previous research (Hill;Märtinson;& Baker, 2004) reveals a study of a part-time working
model to avoid or diminish the US mummy track. In this study, women reduced their working hours by approximately 47%, or 23 hour per week. The
model helped women balance work and family life while maintaining career
opportunities. A significant notion in this research was that ‘the extra time’
women gained from part-time work was not spent on childcare or household,
but on additional sleep, recreation and other renewal activities. Welfare of
mothers creates welfare for the family.
Our system ensures fair prospects in the career market for both women and
men. It is internationally rewarded for its high quality and equality (OECD,
2015). However, the system unintentionally favours boys. When a teacher in
primary school brings new and interesting gadgets or computer applications,
the boys will go first and the girls will step aside, waiting for their turn, like
good girls. The school personnel do not do this on purpose, but there is a long
tradition of favouring boys over girls. When further in secondary schools, the
system unintentionally pushes girls into languages and boys into STEM fields
(Seymour, 1995) (Gürer & Camp, 2002) (Hill;Corbett;& St Rose, 2010)
In Finland first graders are equally interested in most of the subjects at
school. However, when they reach adolescence, they ‘know’ that reading is for
girls and mathematics for boys, which is not true (Finland's Ministry of
Education and Culture, 2015). Since teenage girls have very little confidence in
their ability to learn STEM subjects, what they would need in their studies is
support and encouragement. In the latest Programme for International Student Assessment1 (PISA) (OECD, 2015) evaluation, girls slightly outperformed
boys. This implies that the girls who attend STEM classes perform on average
at least as well as their male peers.
However, there is strong evidence that girls have less confidence in their
abilities and individual accomplishments than boys. This is one of the reasons
why girls easily drop out from science and engineering (Seymour, 1995). Girls
suffer from what we call a stereotype threat: being the potential target of a
negative group stereotype creates a specific predicament: in any situation
where the stereotype applies, behaviours and features of the individual that fit
the stereotype make it plausible as an explanation of one’s performance
(Spencer;Steele;& Quinn, 1999).
2.2.1

STEM Education

According to an earlier study (Seymour, 2002), both genders find STEM subjects easily dull and boring. They also suffer from the poor quality of mathe
1The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is a triennial international survey that aims to evaluate education systems worldwide by testing the skills
and knowledge of 15-year-old students. To date, students representing more than 70
economies have participated in the assessment. http://www.oecd.org/pisa/
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matics and science education. All students, although girls especially, would
profit from the change from teacher to learner-centred 2 education, which
guides students through more active learning strategies and more responsibility over one’s own learning process (Weimer, 2002).
Neglecting STEM subjects is a common phenomenon of which girls will suffer more than their male peers. Girls have the burden of negative perceptions:
they believe that they cannot perform well in mathematics (Brown & Josephs,
1999).
In STEM classes boys get more attention and support than their girl peers,
whereas girls’ learning experiences are more passive, less demanding and less
experimental (Seymour, 1995) (Klawe & Leveson, 1995) (Tonso, 1996) (Gürer
& Camp, 2002). The interesting thing is that if the situation is corrected (for
example both genders get the same amount of attention, the same amount of
taking the floor and so on), then every party concerned experiences an unpleasantness and unanimously ask for permission to return to the old practice
(Klawe & Leveson, 1995). This is regrettable because ensuring students equal
access to the teacher and classroom resources is one of the cornerstones of
improving the under-representation of women in STEM (Blickenstaff, 2005).
Analogous to this phenomenon is the “couple’s false equity point” of the
household tasks: men find the division of labour to be fair when they contribute 36% of the time devoted to household tasks, whereas women find the division of labour to be fair when they contribute 66% of the total (Coltrane,
2000).
Our uneven resources, uneven attention system and old-fashioned attitudes
create an illusion that boys are better in STEM, period. The girls’ belief of boys’
superiority wrecks a suggestion to create a more even learning environment:
dividing advanced math and science classes by gender. Girls tend to resist this
kind of act. One reason could be that since the girls believe that the boys are
better, they are afraid to miss something important: since boys receive more
support and encouragement, girls tend to believe in boys’ supremacy
(Seymour, 1995) (Blickenstaff, 2005).
Earlier research depicts that to gain a diverse and culturally competent engineering workforce, the educational environment for future engineering students must be systematically improved across all levels from primary to uppersecondary school (Clewell, 1992). If we do not raise the quality level of
STEM/engineering education, we still get the core of technology enthusiasts
but lose the wider pool of eligible candidates (Chubin;May;& Babco, 2005).
2.2.2

University Level

When it comes to our university level studies, our system is highly segregated
into female (education and liberal arts) and male segments (STEM). The traditional female occupations are low-salary, little-respected and don’t provide
particularly good career possibilities, e.g. nursery, primary, secondary and


2

In student-centred learning, the student is in the center of the learning process. Essential concepts are freedom of choice and responsibility of one’s own learning. Cooperation and interaction with other students are sources of motivation
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upper-secondary schoolteachers. This is quite contrary to the traditional male
occupations (for example engineering), which have a fairly good salary, are
well appreciated and have decent career possibilities (Finland's Ministry of
Education and Culture, 2015).
The personnel that predominantly represent prenatal clinics, kindergartens
and elementary schools are mostly women. The high quality of work in these
occupations is vital for us to maintain our welfare system. However, we still
don’t appreciate their work contribution. This lack of appreciation could be
one of the reasons that nursery/school teachers don’t see the inconsistency in
their behaviour towards boys and girls: since they are undervalued themselves,
they apply the same criteria to girls.

2.3

Recruiting Women in Higher Engineering Education

Choosing one’s study place is a complicated task. Persuading 18-year-old
women to take up engineering with their background of zero self-confidence
from STEM subjects just three years earlier is a challenge. In Finland, one
must choose advanced courses in mathematics, physics and/or chemistry in
the beginning of upper-secondary school to be able to manage the entrance
examination. In an ideal case, to broaden the applicant pool, we should time
the first recruiting events so that they are before the time that students have to
make their selection concerning wide-ranging mathematics, physics and/or
chemistry studies. However, in my study I did not find a suitable price-quality
ratio in the recruitment process towards first and lower-secondary school girls.
For example, according to our experience, when we have a stand in an event,
upper-secondary school students come to the stand, get some information and
perhaps chat a little with personnel. For lower-secondary school children our
corresponding stand can easily turn to free candy. This is frustrating because
earlier research depicts that student engagement or interest in science is largely formed by the age of 14 (Osborne & Dillon, 2008), or more generally at an
early age (Klawe & Leveson, 1995). According to these studies, we should emphasize the activities aimed for children. This kind of mainstreaming is difficult and tedious work from the faculty point-of-view. It also needs a lot of cooperation between units. We don’t have resources to save the world.
This year approximately 540,500 children took part in primary or lowersecondary school education in 2,717 units in Finland (Kumpulainen, 2014). In
upper-secondary school a little more than 100,000 teenagers study in 459
units. Here is an example: in our university home town, Espoo, there is 350
units of schooling or day care, 58 primary schools, 29 secondary schools and
12 upper-secondary schools. There is a strong contest between the best candidates. Most of the upper-secondary schools are already specialised in some
field, for example languages, IT and media, economics and sociology, music,
arts, articulacy and media culture, International Baccalaureates in mathematics, as well as natural sciences and sports.
On our recruiting work in upper-secondary schoolgirls, we fight against
prejudice and a twisted image of engineering in girls’ eyes. Girls often see en-
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gineering work as dull, boring, unfriendly and old-fashioned (Adelman, 1998)
(Anderson;Lankhear;Timms;& Courney, 2008).

2.3.1

Recruiting Girls in to ICT

The girls were enthusiastic and confident users of ICT but expressed an ‘I
can, but I don’t want to’ attitude towards ICT study and careers.
(Clayton, 2007)

Reaching the girls is too large a task to allow us to work alone. To effectively
tackle this phenomenon, we need to work together. Earlier research
(Miliszewska & Moore, 2010) presents the liability distribution of encouraging
girls into ICT studies:
Government/Policy-Drive Activities
Education Institutions/Research Activity
Industry-based Groups
Voluntary Initiatives
This is both a relieving and intimidating division: we (university faculty) are
only one sector in this model. We are not able to tackle this problem alone: we
need co-operation between parties. An important question is who will take the
lead for such activities. Participators need suitable incentives. The significant
obstacles are the lack of constant funding and time allocation for such activities. (The above are the most significant challenges in all female-friendly projects, as is presented further in this thesis.)
Another important gender difference that emerged from the previous study
is that girls perceive CS as more hardware- and programming-oriented than
boys do, whereas boys, interestingly, view it as more human- and applicationoriented than girls do (Papastergiou, 2008).
The image of programmers is a bunch of geeks who have poor communication and social skills, and can only talk to fellow geeks about computing in a
language not understood by the general population. Because of this they have
an aura of secrecy and intelligence and they use this to exercise power by excluding those who do not understand their language (Crump;Logan;& MclIroy,
2007).
Here are a few more general misconceptions:
Ͳ All computer scientists are nerd hackers.
Ͳ All computer scientists work 24-7-365.
Ͳ Women are not good at computing.
Ͳ Working with people and working with computers are mutually exclusive.
Ͳ CS is boring and irrelevant.
(Cuny
&
Aspray,
2002)
(Crump;Logan;&
MclIroy,
2007)
(Anderson;Lankhear;Timms;& Courney, 2008).
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The girls’ misconceptions of programming describe the world of programming in the late seventies to late eighties: back then computers were not common consumer products, but tools for a small minority (nerds in universities).
The software projects were substantially smaller than today and the army was
the major educator for managers. The fact that the efficiency of programmers
had (and still have) always varied a great deal lead to a situation where software development was dependent on certain programmers. As late as the
nineties, projects still had the problem called single-point failure, meaning
that one employee can be critical and hard to replace in the project
(Holmengaard;Ulriksen;& Möller Madsen , 2010).
Today’s’ view on software projects is much more tempting: while the complexity of projects grow and critical time-to-market shortens, we are more and
more forced to co-operate and have efficient team work: both in our team,
cross-disciplinary and across the hierarchy (Tonso, 2006). This is the image
we should deliver to the girls. However, we still have work to do against prejudices: Dilbert is perhaps one of the most known engineers in the world. He is
smart, honest, inflexible - and dull (Yurtseven, 2002).
Computer science differs from other fields of engineering study in a way that
there is a single skill, programming, that plays a very important role in the
studies. The students’ pre-knowledge of programming varies a great deal. This
makes the first year studies very ‘unfair’ because the beginners must work very
hard, whilst the more experienced first-year students pass the courses easily.
(This has the same analogy as any hobby: if you start training at 18, you have a
great deal of hard work on your hands in order to catch up with those who
have started, for example, at 10).
Why should we then recruit students without prior programming skills?
Firstly: if one is motivated and concentrated enough to learn programming,
one can become a good programmer. Secondly, as stated earlier, computer
science and information technology are much more than programming. Today,
the personnel of IT (Information Technology) and ICT (Information and
Communications Technology) projects consist of different kinds of experts:
programmers are one group. Despite one’s position, communication and
teamwork skills are essential for everybody (Jamieson, 2007). Below, in Figure
2, is displayed a possible structure of a software project. It shows the ‘much
more’.
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Figure2Exampleofprogrammingprojectgovernance

2.3.2

Women as Valuable Work Force

Earlier research depicts that women enter engineering as one of several interesting possibilities. Men are more single-minded and have set their mind to
one direction (Cuny & Aspray, 2002). Taking into account the present and
future trends in engineering fields, the open-minded and versatile women are
valuable labour force for our future work life: engineering fields offer interesting and challenging positions, as well as good career development. The future
engineers must master several kinds of skills, not just pure technical knowhow (Jamieson, 2007) (Schultz, 2008).
Since the size and complexity of our systems have widened, we have to do
more teamwork and, most importantly, this teamwork must be workable, accurate and beneficial. Women are good in these kinds of negotiations when
‘there is no winners or losers’, but a common goal that the whole team aims
towards (Bass & Avolio, 1994). In other words: women are good team workers
(Loufti, 2001) (Bannerot, 2003). However, in the long run, to be efficient and
competitive, we must have teams in which participants work as equals: the
old-fashioned model, where men take the floor and women raise their hand in
order to be addressed (which may never happen), does not work. Teamwork
skills are, for both genders, essential for working life – and can be taught during university studies (Tonso, 2006).
In two of our conference papers, we presented some reasons for women to
choose higher engineering education as their field of study. I will shortly present certain trends. First of all, the relatives have the most impact on women
when choosing an engineering career (Adya & Kaiser, 2005)
(Creamer;Amelink;& Meszaros, 2010). Secondly, the support of mothers is the
best guarantee for women to choose engineering as a future career (Brainard &
Carlin, 1998). In many cases women have different reasons for choosing their
higher engineering studies than their male peers. Men are often straightforward in applying for some specified program in higher engineering education,
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whereas women puzzle more about what field to apply – both inside and outside engineering (Seymour, 1995). While male students weigh-up, for example,
the technology and their previous hobbies like electronics or programming,
women emphasise the possibility to apply their natural science skills into
something useful, like environmental protection or a development of future
medicines (Paper II). Earlier research (Blickenstaff, 2005) suggests creating
examples and assignments that emphasise the ways that science improves the
quality of life of living things.
2.3.3

Challenges

The issue of self-assessment, or how we view our own abilities, is another
area where cultural factors have been found to limit girls’ interest in mathematics and mathematically-challenging careers: research profiled in the report
finds that girls assess their mathematical abilities lower than boys with similar
mathematical achievements (Spencer;Steele;& Quinn, 1999). At the same time,
girls hold themselves to a higher standard than boys do in subjects like math,
believing that they have to be exceptional to succeed in “male” fields. One result of girls’ lower self-assessment of their math ability—even in the face of
good grades and test scores—and their higher standards for performance, is
that fewer girls than boys aspire to pursuer STEM careers. By emphasising
that girls and boys progress equally well in math and science, parents and
teachers can encourage girls to assess their skills more accurately
(Hill;Corbett;& St Rose, 2010).
The engineering profession contains several prospects and it is impossible
and irrelevant to supply applicants with a comprehensive image. This is not
what the candidates want to hear, because it creates uncertainty about one’s
future. This is more so a problem for women, because they are less likely to
take risks than their male peers (Croson & Gneezy, 2009). This problem is
tackled in recruiting materials that equip the applicant with some common
work titles about their field of study. For example, in the web pages or our Aalto University (aalto.fi), future students of the Energy Technology Study Program are told that possible titles in their future profession could include planning officer or specialist, researcher or product developer, a techno-economic
engineer in both public and private sector. The title listing is vague, but it gives
a name to one’s future position. The title will clarify when one’s studies progress.
2.3.4

Study Programs to Attract Women

One tempting method for recruiting young women is interdisciplinary programs. In recent years, TKK created three interdisciplinary programs, which
have been popular among female applicants:
In 1999, the Degree Program of Information Networks was launched to
combine information technology, economics and communications in a new
way. The entrance examination contains an aptitude test instead of physics.
The programme educates new kinds of interdisciplinary Masters of Science in
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Engineering, who are able to operate in and between teams with professionals
of different fields. Also, they can work as a link between the end users and the
developers of high technology. This study program has remained popular during the years and about half of the students are women. The employment rates
are very high, and the average salary development five years after graduation
(2010) was the second best in TKK. Only Industrial Engineering and Management gets higher figures. Thus we should not underestimate the interdisciplinary studies or female students.
The second interdisciplinary program, the Bioinformatics, was launched in
2003. This study program integrates electronics, information and automation
technology, physics and chemistry with biology and medicine. This interests
women, who want to apply their technical skills into something meaningful
(medicine/patients) (paper I and II). The programme has been popular among
both male and female applicants. Wide-ranging studies are shared by their
interest in humans. Studies focus on problem solving and developing new solutions. The majority of courses are both technical and challenging. As a result,
the early career and salary development is average in our school. Important in
this programme is that it contains very difficult, technical courses (‘male
courses’) – and women do accomplish them.
The third interdisciplinary program is Bio Product Technology, which was
established in 2010. Its core concepts are sustainability and the controlled use
of renewable natural resources. Studies include mathematics, natural sciences
and bio-sciences. Some major topics are Bio refineries, techniques for renewable resources and fibre-product techniques, and environmental administrations. This programme is also very popular among women: the participation
has been close to even between the genders. This is high above the university
average (25%).
Besides a high percentage of female students, the example study programmes stand out from modern teaching methods, such as student activation
methods, teamwork and problem-based learning (PBL). Even if tough courses
exist, the students manage to pass them together. As an example, the Degree
Program of Information Networks has a very extensive programming course.
The course is divided into two sections: four credits of teamwork (PBL) and 10
credits of programming. Students gather in weekly group meetings to resolve
programming-related problems. On the programming side, students program
weekly exercises individually, as well as an extendable project work. Even
though the course is extremely challenging, the dropout rate is close to zero.

2.3.5

Role Models

Earlier studies (Seymour, 1999) (Adya & Kaiser, 2005) depict that the personal influence of family, high-school teachers and other significant adults has
more impact on women than their male peers. The tendency of becoming an
engineer is bigger in families with other engineering or technology-related
members. For girls, the most decisive factor is the mother’s attitude towards
science and engineering (Brainard & Carlin, 1998) (Gürer & Camp, 2002).
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If there is not enough support by authorities, our best chance is to create
other role models: A role model is a person who serves as an example of the
values, attitudes, and behaviours associated with a role (Cohoon & Aspray,
2006). Role models are proven to be inspiring for young girls, students and
graduates. For example, see (Gürer & Camp, 2002) (Roberts;Kassianidou;&
Irani, 2002) (Cohoon, 2002) (Klawe;Whitney;& Simard, 2009) (BuzzettoMore;Ukoha;& Rustagi, 2010). Once again, while this support method has
proven to effectively benefit women, it also profits men (Amelink & Creamer,
2010).
In Finland, there are only a few female CEOs in large companies. However,
there are women close by. Some of them should be recognisable since they
have attracted wide publicity. However, most of them work outside of the spotlight. There is a challenge to bring them into girls’ awareness.
The current state in the business world is that, while most of the sharp-edge
directorship positions are filled with men, women come right behind them in
the hierarchy. The regrettable occurrence is that CEOs (the vast majority of
which are men) and board members in large-scale companies easily gain publicity, whereas managers in lower levels do not (understandable). However, we
must acknowledge that these female managers on the executive level, that are
a step or two down from CEO, have done a tremendous job to get there. They
are intelligent, hardworking women – perfect role models for teenagers/firstyear students. But how do we get supply and demand to meet?
The role models in the business world have similar challenges than any other
field: we have great women, great careers, but how can we bring them into
girls’ awareness. Below I shortly represent women suitable to be role models
for young girls. It is an interesting palette both in national and international
scope. Should we represent these kinds of female career stories in our recruiting materials?
2.3.6

Role Models in Finland

Here I shortly introduce four Finnish role models for girls. They represent
four different career development models: Maija-Liisa Friman had a traditional career development: she started as an operating engineer and was promoted
step-by-step into CEO and above. Hille Korhonen has had a bit of a see-saw
career path: many different kinds of managerial positions, which have led to
her latest position as CEO of Alko3. Tuija Pulkkinen is a Doctor from Helsinki
University who has had a prominent academic career that has resulted in a
vice rector (research) position in Aalto University. The fourth role model is a
reversal from technology to politics: Satu Hassi is a licentiate tech of electrical
engineering, but she switched careers and later became a writer and politician.
She is best known as a member of the European parliament 2004-2014. Here
we have gathered four women who represent different paths of career development. A short summary of these role models are listed below:


3

A responsible and service-oriented specialty store (alcohol products)
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Maija-Liisa Friman, Vice-Chair of Nest Oil board; board member in
Finnair (Finnish airline) and LKAB (Swedish mining company)
Maija-Liisa Friman has a M. Sc. in chemistry. She has an impressive international career path, which started as an operating engineer in Kemira and later
switched to more challenging positions in Mexico and the USA. During the last
two decade she has been a CEO in Gyproc, Vattenfall and Aspocomp groups.
In recent years she has been a professional board member in Neste Oil (vicechairwoman), Metso (vice-chairwoman), Finnair, Telia Sonera and LKAB. She
has been nominated as Finland’s most powerful women in 2005 and 2012.
Hille Korhonen, CEO of Alko
Hille, Licentiate of Technology, started as the CEO of Alko company in 2013.
Her earlier engagements involved several different managerial positions in
Fiskars, Iittala Group and Nokia. Besides work in Alko, Hille is a board member in Nokia Tyres and Lassila & Tikanoja.
Tuija Pulkkinen, Vice Rector of Aalto University
Tuija Pulkkinen gained her Doctor of Philosophy from the University of Helsinki in 1992. She has an impressive international career. She is a member of
the Finnish Academy of Sciences and Letters, the Finnish Society of Sciences
and Letters, the Academy of Technology, the Royal Astronomical Society, as
well as Academia Europa. She was nominated as the dean of the School of
Electrical Engineering, Aalto University, 2011. Nowadays she is working as
Aalto University vice rector (research).
Satu Hassi, Member of European Parliament (MEP)
Satu is a Licentiate of Technology from Tampere University of Technology.
The foundation of Satu’s engineering career was her wish to do concrete things
instead of talking about them. Satu is an example of a multi-talented female
engineer: besides a traditional engineering career and work in politics, she has
published novels, essays and poetry. Besides, she has also worked on the renewal of physics textbooks for upper-secondary school. The most memorable
position that Satu occupied is member of the European parliament from 2004
to 2014. (Satu literally moved from engineering to saving the world.)


2.3.7


Role Models Abroad

Picking international role models has challenges since there are different criteria for ‘successful women in tech’. Around the globe are listings of people in
high places. I picked out three, which I found to be essential. It has to be noted
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that the three have both similarities and differences. This points out the difficulty in ranking people and shows that listings are more suggestive than they
are precise. Firstly, I briefly mention some tech women who feature in Forbes’
The World’s 100 Most Powerful Women. My second listing is Business Insiders’ list of The 25 Most Powerful Women Engineers. Thirdly, I concisely summarise the engineers from Business Insiders’ list of The 50 Most Powerful
People In Enterprise Tech. It should be clear that the women are heavily underrepresented in both genders listings (five women among 50 people).
The most powerful woman in Forbes’4 list of The World's 100 Most Powerful
Women 2013 is Germany’s Chancellor Angela Merkel. In second and third
place are Dilma Roussefi (president of Brazil) and Melinda Gates. In the list
there are 16 women from the field of technology. For example, no. six: Facebook COO (Chief Operating Officer) Sheryl Sandberg (Master of Business Administration); no. 12: Virginia Rometty, CEO (Chief Executive Operator, Bachelor of Arts/Science) of IBM; and no. 30: Susan Wojcicki, Senior Vice President of Google. That is a very good result. The competition in this list is hard,
since women with a technical background are competing with presidents, politics, multi-millionaires, media persons (for example Oprah Winfrey at number
12), and so on.
Business Insiders’5 list of The 25 Most Powerful Women Engineers in tech
has a surprisingly different lead than the above-mentioned listings. In first
place is Genevieve Bell (Director of Interaction and Experience Research in
Intel Labs), in second is Jocelyn Goldfein (director of engineering at Facebook)
and third is Marissa Mayer (CEO, Yahoo). Since there is a great deal of information on the above-mentioned women I don’t need to introduce them any
further. However, I created a small table, Table 1, which contains the 10 most
powerful engineering women, their education and current work positions.
These are hard figures, which should inspire girls to CS. It also shows that
studying CS does not mean that you have to program for the rest of your life.
The strong majority of CS’ study field is explained by the fact that the computing industry has been strongly increasing since late 90’s.
Table1:BusinessInsiders’listofThe10MostPowerfulWomenEngineersintech

Name

Studyfield

Affiliation

GenevieveBell

Anthropology

JocelynGoldfein

Computerscience

MarissaMayer

Computerscience

DirectorofInteractionandExpeͲ
rienceResearchinIntelLabs
DirectorofengineeringatFaceͲ
book
CEOofYahoo

KimberLockhart

Computersciene

DirectorofEngineering,Box

MajaMatariđ

Computerscience
(PhD)

ProfessorofRoboticsandPediatͲ
ricsattheUSC


4
5

http://www.forbes.com/power-women/
http://www.businessinsider.com/
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DianeGreene
VickiHanson
LaurenStates

MariannaTessel
JenFitzpatrick

Navalarchitecture

AngelInvestor,CoͲfounderof
VMware
CognitivepsycholoͲ professor,UniversityofDundee
gy(PhD)
andIBMresearcher
Economics
VicePresident,Strategyand
Transformation,IBMSoftware
Sales
Computerscience VicePresidentofEngineering,
VMware
Computerscience VPofengineeringforGeoand
Local,Google


Business Insiders’6 list of The 50 Most Powerful People in Enterprise Tech
2013 has five women. The only Finn in this listing is (male) Linus Torvalds at
number five. I shortly summarise the women’s placing in the list, title, name
and highest degree awarded in brackets:
Inplace22:PresidentandCEOofIBM,VirginiaRometty,(Bachelor'sdegreeinComͲ
puterScienceandElectricalEngineering.)
Inplace26:PresidentandChiefExecutiveOfficerofHewlettͲPackard,MegWhitͲ
man,(MasterofBusinessAdministration(MBA.))
Inplace41:SeniorVicePresidentofIBMGlobalBusinessServices,BridgetVan
Kralingen,(MastersofCommerce.)(Bridgetwasclassifiedas‘agrowingstar’.)
Inplace42:SeniorVicePresidentandGeneralManagerofHPNetworking,Bethany
Mayer,(BachelorofScience,MBA.)
Inplace43:SeniorVicePresidentandGeneralManageroftheDataCenterGroup
forIntelCorporation,DianeBryant,(Bachelor'sdegreeinElectricalEngineering.)
The above-mentioned listings of women in different leading professions
around the world is to open the reader’s mind in regards to women who have
mastered their way to top managerial positions. The Fortune7 500 listing of
most powerful persons with titles such as chairman, president, chief executive
officer and chief operating officer had 17 women.

2.4

Women in Higher Engineering Education

The term ‘contest’ is probably the best word to describe the traditional engineering education: during the first one or two years there are eliminations
caused by pedagogy (aimed to force the individuals that do not perform well to
quit), and after that more personal mentor programs and teaching-personnel
support. The key of this teaching is to challenge students and prepare them for
future working life. Earlier research depicts that this working method has a



6
7

http://www.businessinsider.com/
http://fortune.com/
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hidden masculine culture and that it is not profitable for women (Seymour &
Hewitt, 1997).
There is light at the end of the tunnel: a bit-by-bit, pedagogical know-how
has become one of the skills in the palette of engineering teaching
(Ruicargia;Felder;Woods;& Stice, 2000). However, we are not so reformist as
we would like to be. Even if we speak student-centred learning, the two-year
elimination programme still holds:
In year 2013, the first two study years in Aalto School of Electrical Engineering the advisable timetable for electronics students contained 23 courses. Only
three of them were taught in a format other than examination/mid-term examination and exercises. The three courses that did not go along with the pattern are listed and the main teaching method is mentioned below:
Ͳ Introduction to studies in an electronics study program (1 cr): small
group working, exercises, tutoring, time-management workshop, learning diary and learning-style test.
Ͳ Electronics workshop (8 cr): lectures, laboratory work and optional
project work.
Ͳ Electronics laboratory work (2 cr): laboratory exercises.
The introduction to studies course is the one of the rare courses that encompasses genuinely student-centred methods. However, six student-centred
methods in a 1-cr course might confuse students. Traditional studies have long
legacies and little interest in change. Faculties want students to achieve solid
knowledge of, for example, mathematics and physics to proceed with their
studies. Since the old methods have worked for ages, it is very difficult to find a
readiness for change from responsible organisations.
As earlier depicted, women benefit from dialogue with personnel. The old
competitive or rival method causes a proportion of women to drop out: not
because they would not perform well, but because they become frustrated with
the system (Seymour, 1995) (Seymour & Hewitt, 1997) (Brainard & Carlin,
1998). A key reason for leaving is the poor teaching methods
(Chung;Husman;Stump;Maez;& Done, 2009). Many women who left mentioned some negative aspects of their school’s climate such as competition,
lack of support, and discouraging faculty and peers (Blickenstaff, 2005).
According to an earlier study (Brainard & Carlin, 1998), the majority of
women discontinue their studies during their first or second study year. It is
noticeable that those who persisted did so because of their interest in science
and math, as well as their independent working skills. An earlier study (Cuny
& Aspray, 2002) states that the majority of women who perform as well as
their male counterparts have less confidence in their abilities and individual
accomplishments than their male peers. This is deep-rooted in our society:
boys demand and get more facilities and attention in day care and school. As I
have represented earlier in this thesis, there is a continuum of encouraging
boys and discouraging girls in the schooling system. This is a phenomenon
that we don’t even notice (Blickenstaff, 2005).
Positive perceptions of self-confidence were highly associated with female
students staying in the programme and increased with the existence of mentor
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programmes, opportunities for networking with practicing female engineers
and
clubs
like
the
Society
for
Women
Engineers
(http://societyofwomenengineers.swe.org/). In general, confidence in one’s
abilities and optimism has been shown to be strongly related to academic performance (Gneezy;Niederle;& Rustichini, 2003). I emphasise here that while
these arrangements can be vital for female students they also profit male students (Chemers;Hu;& Garcia, 2001).
If the support is not coming from the faculty or another ‘official channel’, it is
important to provide support outside the faculty. Common supportive acts are,
for example, peer-to-peer support (Margolis;Fisher;& Miller, 2000) (Cuny &
Aspray, 2002) (Cohoon, 2002) and role models (Cuny & Aspray, 2002) (Gürer
& Camp, 2002) (Cohoon, 2002).
The old-fashioned engineering education taught mostly technical skills, in
which environment male students were in their element: this can be due to the
traditional division of handicraft for girls and woodworking (including small
electricity work) for boys. However, this segmentation is to be pulled down
since in current primary school curriculum both girls and boys take handicraft
and woodworking. Other advantages for male freshers are their pre-university
technology hobbies and more single-minded focus on the field of study (Paper
I). So they are technically more competent than their female peers (when they
arrive into higher engineering education. However, the world changes and so
must the engineering education: the technical development cycle is so rapid
and the engineering projects are so large-scale and complex that we cannot
afford to purely produce the old-fashioned engineers with technical knowhow. Instead we must deliver multifaceted professionals who are comfortable
within international and interdisciplinary projects. Additionally, they must
have very good soft skills (Schultz, 2008). This is good news for women, who
are commonly multi-skilled: they were the good girls in the upper-secondary
school and studied natural sciences as well as languages and psychology. All
these skills are remarkably useful today and in future engineering work.
The higher engineering education is still in need of teaching technical skills
that should be taught in a student-centred way that incorporates teamwork.
Teamwork is especially important, since the complexities of technologies are
rising drastically, which causes a need for engineers with well-researched
teamwork and communication skills. Besides, the technological renewal cycle
has accelerated. In university, courses that teach technology that will probably
be old-fashioned in a few years. This is not a waste of time, on the contrary: if
the teaching is good then the course will have hidden goals that, for example,
improve one’s problem solving skills. For example, teaching technology can be
very rewarding if the material and student-centred education methods are
accurate.
As I will disclose further, women profit from teamwork and social-based education. However, to benefit the student-centred learning process, we have to
ensure that the teamwork functions: if we stick to the old-fashioned meeting
practice where men play an active role in the problem-solving process and
women stand back, the result will be unsuccessful. To guarantee the success of
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teamwork, we should firstly discuss the methods and goals of the team, and
secondly discuss the gender-related aspects. To bring the gender differences to
light, we should talk about them. Both items are important, because the students must assimilate them to make the teamwork succeed. Without prior
knowledge, men can easily provoke women about their manner of speaking
and undermine the female speaker (Kray;Thompson ;& Galinsky, 2001) (Wolfe
& Powell, 2009).
There are a variety of ways to improve teamwork within student design: explicitly teaching about it, especially teaching how to respect one’s teammates
and the client’s needs; organising teams to reduce conflict, balance gender
composition (or have all-male or all-female teams) and improve trust; incorporating peer feedback throughout the duration of the team and using it to
mediate disrespectful interactions and unacceptable practices, including a
wide range of teamwork expectations in grading practices; and better training
within faculties about ways to incorporate teamwork. Also, few researchers
within the engineering education system have taken campus culture into account: that is, few see that comprehensive changes to engineering education
might be needed to improve circumstances in teams. (Tonso, 2006)
However, women still have to accomplish traditional technical courses. The
starting point of these technical courses is challenging for female students,
who mostly apply to engineering or CS studies as one selection among many
others and without or less prior knowledge of the field (Margolis;Fisher;&
Miller, 2000) (Cohoon & Aspray, 2006). The basic examples of technical
courses are electronics and programming. In both there is a group of male students who have had electronics and/or programming as a hobby (perhaps
from their early school years) or at school. According to my research, most of
the female students have had no such hobbies. Naturally they have to do much
more work on those courses than their male peers. This easily further reduces
women’s self-esteem, as well as strengthening men’s belief in their own superiority.

2.5

Women Entering Male Professions

In the 1960s more and more women started to work outside home. This was
due to the change of having fewer children, while also having them at an older
age. However, the equality in household work did not emerge (and it hasn’t
emerged so far). Most of the women continued to take on the main responsibility of family, home and children. To maintain this arrangement was not a
sign of women’s weakness, but a free choice. The traditional occupations for
female were predominantly low paid, low valued: positions like nannies, nurses, teachers and librarians. Earlier research depicts that our culture rewards
technical fields better than ‘women professions’. (Bianchi;Milkie;Sayer;&
Robinson, 2000) (Coltrane, 2000)
Earlier research (England, 2010) reveals that men had little incentive to
move into badly rewarded traditional ‘female’ activities, such as homemaking
or female-dominated occupations. Still, the phrase ‘my son, a nurse’ would
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sound much less favourable than ‘my daughter, a physician’. However, if a
man entered these fields, he was most likely to be promoted into leading positions (Williams, 1992) (Blau & Kahn, 2000).
Women’s journey towards higher-valued, higher-paid and more demanding
careers continues despite challenges and obstacles. In the 1990s three important concepts were launched that have lasted throughout the decades: the
problem of the unattractiveness of science, technology and engineering
(Seymour, 1995), the problem of the glass ceiling (represented in chapter
2.5.1), and, in the area of computer science, the third concept of the shrinking
pipeline (represented in chapter 2.5.2). The above are scientific terms, which
are not to be used colloquially when the criteria of these concepts are unknown. The concepts are quite often wrongly interpreted. I will shortly summarise the terms below.
The unattractiveness of science, engineering and math (STEM) subjects for
girls is a severe problem in secondary and upper-secondary schools (Seymour,
1995) (Seymour & Hewitt, 1997). The girls don’t consider STEM fields as future professions. Even though girls would be talented in STEM subjects, they
don’t trust in their abilities, and in most of cases end up choosing their studies
to be outside STEM. At the age of 15, they take the Program for International
Student Assessment (PISA) (OECD, 2015) tests. In Finland, according to those
tests, girls are more talented in languages than boys. Traditionally, boys have
been a little bit more skilled in mathematics than girls. However, the latest
results (from 2013) depict that girls also outperform boys in mathematics.
Still, girls suffer from low self-esteem in STEM subjects and mathematics
(Spencer;Steele;& Quinn, 1999). The common outlook puts the pressure on
girls to choose languages instead of STEM subjects – even when there would
be room for both.
2.5.1

Glass Ceiling

In the history of female career development there are two essential concepts:
the glass ceiling (Morrison;White;& Van Velsor, 1987) and the shrinking pipeline (Camp, 1997). Significantly, these concepts have held throughout the
course of time. The term glass ceiling was first conceived of in 1987 as: ‘The
phenomenon that keeps women from reaching the top levels of organizations’
(Lindsey & Homes, 1987). The glass ceiling effect is the more general term
(and phenomenon), whereas shrinking pipeline is used in science.
Later on, the popular notion of glass ceiling became: ‘The glass ceiling effect
implies that gender (or other) disadvantages are stronger at the top of the hierarchy than at lower levels and that these disadvantages become worse later
in a person’s career´ (Cotter;Hermsen;Ovadia;& Vanneman, 2001).
Glass ceiling could be a suggestive factor. However, the term is largely debated because large amounts of studies have shown other factors that hinder
women’s career development. The significant factor in maintaining the glass
ceiling is simply the reason that research tells us women are worse negotiators
than their male peers what it comes to salary/career negotiations (Gerhart &
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Rynes, 1991) (Stevens;Bavetta;& Kahn, 1993) (Kray;Thompson ;& Galinsky,
2001).
When media lists the most powerful people within the technical sector only
very few women are mentioned (for example Forbes, Business Insider). The
majority of women are finding success in the middle and lower tiers of management. In 2003 in the USA, 40% of managers were women (Eagly & Carli,
2007). The problem is that even though women are invading the workplace,
they still lag behind men in representation of the top tiers of the American
workforce (Carnes & Radojevich-Kelley, 2011).
However, the glass ceiling is a debated term and there is respected research
(Eagly & Carli, 2007) that questions the phenomenon.
In 2001 a four-step criteria for glass ceiling was defined
(Cotter;Hermsen;Ovadia;& Vanneman, 2001). When talking about glass ceiling, this criterion is a good benchmark.
1. A glass ceiling inequality represents a gender or racial difference that is
not explained by other job-relevant characteristics of the employee.
2. A glass ceiling inequality represents a gender or racial difference that is
greater at higher levels of an outcome than at lower levels of an outcome
3. A glass ceiling inequality represents a gender or racial inequality in the
changes of advancement into higher levels, not merely the proportions
of each gender currently at those higher levels.
4. A glass ceiling inequality represents a gender or racial inequality that
increases over the course of a career.
Reverse phenomena takes place in workplaces where women form the majority of personnel. We are talking of a glass escalator: hidden advantages for
men in the ‘female’ professions (Williams, 1992).
2.5.2

Shrinking Pipeline

The concept of the shrinking pipeline (Camp, 1997) sketches the loss felt by
women, which emerges on every hierarchical step within an academic career in
computing. This phenomenon describes how the ratio of high school girls
(~50%) shrinks all the way to full professors (3-5%). As shown in Figure 4, The
ratio of women decreases on each step (bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, Ph.
D and the professor tenure).
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Figure2:theshrinkingpipeline(thisdiagramisanapproximatesincethefiguresvaryfromdifferent
countriesandtimelines).Thefigureisaremakeoftheonein(Camp,1997).Thephenomenonhas
beenacornerstoneforlatterresearchofwomenandCS.

A few years later, some studies generalised the phenomenon into all engineering and technology fields (Rees, 2001) – and to all academic sciences
(Fox, 2001). The latter announces an important message: even if academic
women have already survived barriers of selection, (both self-election into science fields and selection by institutions), there is more to compete with. During each step a group of women will choose otherwise. Later on, the same
model has been used to describe the number of girls that diminish with every
upward step in the STEM fields (Chang, 2002) (Sanders, 2009).
In recent decades women have reached managerial positions within companies in industrialised countries. However, the proportion of women who hold
top management positions has increased only slightly and the shrinking pipeline exists (Ibarra;Carter;& Silva, 2010).

2.6

Women’s Career Paths

Women engineer’s working career has lower expectations than their male
peers (Blau & Kahn, 2000) (Gneezy;Niederle;& Rustichini, 2003)
(Bilimoria;Joy;&
Liang,
2008)
(Croson
&
Gneezy,
2009)
(Cochran;Wang;Stevenson;Johnson;& Crews, 2011). The first gap is formed in
the first salary negotiation: several studies (Gerhart & Rynes, 1991)
(Stevens;Bavetta;& Kahn, 1993) (Stuhlmacher & Walters, 1999) state that
women are less successful in salary negotiations than their male peers. The
severity of this varies according to country and culture. This phenomenon appears above all in the United States (US), where women’s first salary negotiations result in approximately a 30% smaller salary than their male peers. Once
the gap has emerged, for example in the first contract of employment, it is difficult to make up (Gerhart & Rynes, 1991). From this, people jump to the conclusions that women are worse overall negotiators than their male peers, says
an earlier study (Stevens;Bavetta;& Kahn, 1993) (Byrnes;Miller;& Schafer,
1999) (Stuhlmacher & Walters, 1999) (Kray;Thompson ;& Galinsky, 2001)
(Kray & Thompson, 2002). The approach to this phenomenon is to take into
account that there is a wide variety of negotiations and in most of them there is
no winners or losers but a common goal that the whole team aims towards –
and women are good in those kinds of negotiations (Bass & Avolio, 1994)
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At a general level, women are more averse to risk than men in working life
(Croson & Gneezy, 2009). This might be the reason why men are easily evaluated as being better manager material. However, a less noticeable part of this
phenomenon is that men tend to take more risks: even if it was clear that it
was a bad idea to take that risk; whereas women seem to be disinclined to take
risks both in fairly innocuous situations and when it was a seemingly good idea
to take risks. (Byrnes;Miller;& Schafer, 1999)
Traditionally, women are described to be inherently more cooperative and
collaborative than men, whereas men are more assertive and demanding than
women (Kray;Thompson ;& Galinsky, 2001). A lack of delegation is bad management, which is a nasty habit for female managers. On the other hand,
women are keen to ask questions and seek clarification. This makes them good
managers and is crucial for success in large-scale projects. However, this
comes with a price: when a woman opens her mouth in a meeting and asks – ‘I
didn’t quite get it, could you elaborate?’ – some colleagues interpret that her
question reveals a lack of awareness, which can ultimately lead to her being
disrespected. It has also been researched that male engineers form a group
that responds badly to women’s clarifying questions and other addresses in
meetings (Wolfe & Powell, 2009). One more factor in the workplace is communication styles often differ between men and women. Society has socially
conditioned most men to interrupt and insert their opinion in a meeting, while
women will wait for an opening in the conversation, which often never happens (Gürer & Camp, 2002).
Another commonly debated phenomenon is how men and women perform in
competitive environments: earlier research depicts that even if women and
men perform similarly in non-competitive situations, men outperform women
in competitive situations (Stevens;Bavetta;& Kahn, 1993) (Gneezy &
Rustichini, 2004) (Niederle & Vesterlund, 2011). However, the less wellknown research states that women exceed their normal performance level in
certain working conditions: where they feel comfortable. Feeling comfortable
is more important to female than male engineers (Bilimoria;Joy;& Liang,
2008).
It has been noticed that, besides the benefit of women-friendly working environments, women also lighten the atmosphere themselves: that the critical
mass of women on the faculty and among the study body has a significant and
positive impact on both men’s and women’s perceptions of their suitability in
engineering (Creamer;Amelink;& Meszaros, 2010). It is once again noted that
supporting female employees also benefits their male peers. (Who wouldn’t
like to work somewhere that has a good atmosphere?)
The true hot potato in women’s careers is family absences and in-house responsibilities. In Finland, it is quite common that people aim to start a family
after they get their first permanent employment. On average, women spend
time at home with their children for substantially longer periods of time than
males. According to the paper V, 40% of women who have a baby or babies in
the first five years of their career stay at home with their children for more
than one year. When it comes to the decision of who will take the family leave,
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it is greatly dependent on financial aspects: wage inequality (favouring men)
between genders creates pressure for women to take parental leaves, which
diminishes their wage trend (Shafer, 2011) (Sidle, 2011).
This leads us to the next challenge: since women spend more time at home
(on family-based absence), they significantly do more at home even after returning to work. Earlier research depicts that women typically bear a disproportionate amount of responsibility for home and family, and thus have more
demands on their time outside the office (Bianchi;Milkie;Sayer;& Robinson,
2000) (Coltrane, 2000) (Meyerson & Fletcher, 2000) (Coltrane, 2000). This
leads to the complicated balancing between work and family. Since we can
hardly contribute to couples’ uneven domestic work, we should make small
adjustments at work to gain equality (Rees, 2001). There are various ways to
support women’s career possibilities, for example:
Ͳ Work has to be able to be done in normal office hours.
Ͳ Working from home is encouraged when one has suitable duties.
Ͳ Last minute meetings are avoided.
Ͳ One doesn’t need to show commitment by working long days at the office.
(Meyerson & Fletcher, 2000)
The above mentioned is profitable to women and their male peers: when
both parents do decent hours a week, it will be easier to balance the home responsibilities as well. In Finland, both our working culture and childcare systems encourage this kind of strategy. However, women still do more domestic
work and earn less in paid jobs: as long as we are unable to manage our work
duties within a decent amount of hours, we feed the situation where qualified
women have to turn down better career paths.
During one’s career, a widely used support method is mentoring. Classical
mentoring (ideal but rare) combines psychosocial and career support. Mentoring can take place in any level of the company hierarchy and should provide
emotional support, feedback on how to improve and a suitable role model.
When further up in the hierarchy, mentoring can be replaced by sponsoring
which concentrates more on true career support. “Sponsors fight to get their
protégés promoted”. (Ibarra;Carter;& Silva, 2010)
Traditionally, the common hindrance for women’s career development is the
masculine culture and male leadership model. Masculine working models respect technical knowledge and disrespect so-called ‘soft skills’. In addition,
they are competitive and challenging individuals. Since women are less keen to
take risks than their male peers, this kind of working model does not suit them
well (Byrnes;Miller;& Schafer, 1999). However, while the technology evolves,
engineering projects become more complicated and the processes diversify
both in technical and administrative stairs, meaning that soft skills became
more and more important (Schultz, 2008).
One problem in women’s career development is that while avoiding risks and
bearing the bigger responsibility of children and home, they do not apply for
better positions: if women don’t apply, so male applicants must be promoted
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(Croson & Gneezy, 2009). This is regrettable from the world economics pointof-view: earlier research (Colaco;Myers;& Nitkin, 2011) depicts that women
raise the efficiency of board working.
In traditional women occupations we talk about the phenomenon of the glass
escalator: hidden advantages for men in the ‘female’ professions (Williams,
1992). In engineering we could argue for reasons against women applying,
such as low self-esteem towards their skills and abilities, or the problems of
combining work and family lives. One classic example is from the field of computer science: female Ph.D. graduates are more active in producing scientific
publications in the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) conferences
than their male peers (Cohoon;Nigai;& Kaye, Gender and computing
conference papers, 2011). However, according to the shrinking pipeline, their
tenure track diminishes on the next level (associate professors).
As stated before, balancing work and family is, if not an obstacle, at least a
hindrance towards women’s careers. To tackle this, we should give tools, for
example, for working at home and doing flexitime (Hewlett & Luce, 2005). The
other aspect of the family-work puzzle is the family-based absences, which is
often purely women’s work. In Finland, our society is reforming the parental
leave system in a way that means it would attract (more) men to take leaves.
We must see that both engineering education and work methods are in a
transitional period. Women as managers confront obstacles because of their
gender. Research has shown that women possess both advantages and disadvantages as leaders, with the disadvantages arising primarily in roles that are
male-dominated or otherwise defined in masculine ways (Eagly & Carli, 2007).

2.7

Briefly on Women and Engineering Societies

There are various societies around the globe for women to take advantage of
and lean towards. These societies can be very effective in supporting one’s career. There are societies for female-engineering professionals that range from
grass-roots level to informal peer-to-peer networks, to distinguished and respected international institutions. The significant obstacle in these kinds of
societies is that the majority of female engineers are in a constant hurry: the
work is demanding and women are still doing more domestic work than their
spouses (Bianchi;Milkie;Sayer;& Robinson, 2000) (Coltrane, 2000)
(Meyerson & Fletcher, 2000). The early career, where support is proven to be
efficient, quite often overlaps with the time as starting a family and having
young children. After the ‘who takes/picks-up who’ years, there is more time to
use these societies.
However, I claim that the most difficult aspect in these societies is to reach
out to women. The internet era, especially web 2.0, has made it possible to
easily create and deliver all kinds of material for a large pool of people in wide
geographic locations. The downturn of this phenomenon is that we have so
much material, so little time and zero tolerance for information that we cannot
reach instantly. Nowadays, the unquestionable challenge is mainstreaming:
many organisations put an emphasis on web 2.0 technologies. There are large
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amounts of very cool websites, which most probably have been tailored for
suitable audiences. However, many of these sites (including ours) fail to deliver: either they don't reach end users or cannot assure them or receiving added
value by using them.

2.8

Summary

This chapter presents the literature background of my thesis. It represents
the continuum from schoolgirls to engineering women. The journey can be
hard and full of minefields, but it can also be very rewarding: many young female engineers consider their working conditions satisfactory and good.
Finnish women have fair prospects to combine work and family: our system
starts with high quality pre-natal clinics and continues to high quality and rationally priced day care and free of charge schooling system. This enables
women to potentially forge a career without making family sacrifices.
However, with respect to possibilities of equality, in Finland there still exists
two regrettable phenomena:
1. The glass ceiling: ‘The phenomenon that keeps women from reaching the
top levels of organisations (Lindsey & Homes, 1987).
2. The shrinking pipeline: the loss felt by women, which emerges on every
hierarchical step within an academic career in computing.
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3. Research Background

3.1

Introduction

In this chapter I introduce women in higher engineering education: Why are
women in higher engineering education? Why engineering? I represent the
difference between engineering and traditional natural science teaching at
university level. Next, I describe that the women who pursue a higher engineering education are not a homogeneous group: they don’t have the same
learning strategies or support measures that many others do. Next, I present
Belenky’s theory of ‘Women’s Ways of Knowing’ – a model that I have used in
my research work. Lastly I shortly introduce Sue Rosser's 'Reaching the majority' as a comparative theory.

3.2

University vs. Technical University

Research of girls studying math, physics and chemistry has roots in Finland
that go back to the 1970s. The significant difference in studying natural sciences vs. engineering is in the nature of both studies and future career: nowadays
the key of engineering, in both studies and work, is continuous change. While
the technology evolves, it is important to teach problem-solving methods. Here
is an example of computer-science teaching: instead of learning one programming language, we offer a palette of languages in different courses: our goal
being to equip the students with both programming and problem-solving skills
(to adopt new languages)..
Compared to engineering, the natural sciences offer a solid grounding and
studies of a fixed nature. The studies are more theoretical than engineering
studies. There is one important incentive into studying: the module needed for
the qualification of a secondary school teacher (60 cr) is easy to accomplish
during STEM studies. This acts as a safety net of assurance for students in regards to their future: female students are more insecure concerning their abilities and poorer risk takers than their male peers, and can create a safety net for
themselves in the form of the respected education of a school teacher. They
can imagine being a part of the school society: it is traditional, safe and there
will always be work for teachers. Besides the selection process in finding a field
of study, there are possible field shifters during the course of studying. Above I
represented fundamental differences between traditional natural science and
engineering perspectives. The traditional natural sciences appeal due to their
stability, while the higher engineering education appeals due to its state of
change.
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3.3

Women and Higher Engineering Education

This subject has been studied for years. It is part of a continuum of girls’
STEM studies to women’s working life in the field of engineering. In my literature survey I concentrated on papers that spanned from two decades old to the
present. In my research I test some viewpoints close to my work. I emphasise
that this is not an extensive cross-section of this field. (It would take a lot more
than one doctoral thesis.)
According to earlier research (Cuny & Aspray, 2002) (Cohoon, 2002), there
are some common ways around the globe to improve the recruitment and retainment figures of women. However, these have not proved to be successful.
(Otherwise we would not have the segregation problem anymore.) Even if they
haven’t solved the problem, they can still be defined successfully in some metrics, for example: spreading the word, turnout in events, pleased participants
and positive feedback. However, we must take into account that many students/graduates do not want to participate in these kind of activities. I emphasise here that the gender-supporting acts must be carried out in a very delicate
manner – and after thorough preparation.
Gender supporting activities should be well informed but voluntary: women
are a heterogeneous group. We cannot state single activities that would suit
them all. However, earlier research (Newton, 1987) depicts that female in engineering education students as a group differs from the students of economics
or nurses, in being on average more androgynous. They are also more androgynous than their male peers.
I recommend using tailored support activities for specific student groups.
The other important act is that we have to be very careful in our activities and
keep our eyes open to other good practices. If we don’t, we can easily create
activities that are not helpful and might even be harmful for the target group.
An earlier work (Tonso, 1996) showed how the customary strategy of assigning one or two women to each team resulted in isolating female students from
each other and significantly disadvantaged lone-female student engineers.
However, when we have not studied our field sufficiently we can end up
harming female students despite our efforts: in the late 1990s, in our technical
university department of electrical and communications engineering, the
women were scattered into groups in a way that every group ended up with
one woman. According to my Paper III, an unbalanced gender situation leads
to female isolation and can be very harmful for their study motivation and retention rate.
In contrast, teams where female students worked in (at least) pairs allowed
for substantially different kinds of discussions, learning, and ways of completing coursework assignments. To my knowledge, the optimal gender representation for women is an even or majority of women. Understandably, if we can’t
create even gender groups for all our students, we should go for gender-even
and male-only groups rather than spreading the females. However, this is not
a problem since the study success of male students does not rise (significantly)
in gender-even groups, revealing they are more resistant to poor communication and a lack of peer support (Bernstein, 1991).
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The topic (women in higher engineering education) is contradictory and
usually raises strong feelings – many of them regrettably negative. Activities
must be thought through. The traditional engineering education is a straight
continuation to old-fashioned upper-secondary school classifications between
STEM (for boys) and humanities (for girls) subjects. Since boys are favoured
before girls, girls have to be strong in order to follow the STEM path. Girls
work hard to be one of the boys in order to be rewarded. When they finally get
in to the higher engineering education, the majority of them are not interested
in ‘female activities’. Feminism is a very contradictory concept and women are
easily undervalued even among themselves. The support from faculty management is crucial and one of the key advantages for project success.
Girl/women-only activities have to be arranged in a delicate manner: many
women don’t want to attend since there are no male participants. Girls have
the common misconception that boys are better in STEM subjects. Since women are aware of ‘men’s superiority’, they don’t want to attend to activities
aimed only for the ‘weaker sex’. This same prejudice applies for women-only
exercise sessions. In my work, I have observed that women-only or fifty-fifty
exercise sessions are optimal considering women’s learning curve.

3.4

A Few Common Steps to Female-centred Learning Strategies
in Technical Universities

There are many beliefs of women, technology and engineering. Most of them
are so deep in our society that we seldom stop to question them. Perhaps the
most typical engineering-related misbelief is that girls can’t perform well in
science and mathematics (Brown & Josephs, 1999). We as female engineers
know otherwise, but the challenge is to convince the people close to the girls.
The second old-fashioned perception is that women don’t belong in the engineering field. This argument is based on old-fashioned views on engineering
education and work life: it sees engineering work as a masculine playground
where (mutual) competition is a dominant working model and individuals are
favoured over teamwork. However, this working model hasn’t functioned in
years, but instead different kinds of teamwork models have taken place.
One step closer to equity is the attitude that women are welcomed into higher engineering education, but they will not receive any special treatment. The
engineering education will not be altered to suit women better (but the culture
will remain masculine.) Women will have to adjust.
The third step in higher engineering education reform is to create pedagogy
to benefit women, men and working life.

3.5

Women’s Ways of Knowing

Women’s Ways of Knowing is a common theory of women’s learning preferences. The central book, Women's ways of knowing: The development of self,
voice, and mind, (Belenky, Women's ways of knowing: The development of
self, voice, and mind, 1986), has been, despite criticism, a basis used in the
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creation of feminist pedagogy. The book emphasises the meaning of social environment and dialogue in women’s learning process. The book has more than
10 000 citations in google.scholar.
The research revealed five learning strategies from passive (authorityoriginated) to active (student-centred).
1. Silence (relatively rare): women don’t consider themselves from a datamanagement point-of-view. They see themselves as passive members
of a world where men play a leading role.
2. Received knowledge: women believe authorities unconditionally. They
consider listening the only way to develop their knowledge. They find it
difficult to understand the development in the world and themselves.
3. Subjective knowledge: Women rely on their own subjective thoughts,
feelings and experiences for knowledge and truth.
4. Procedural knowledge: recognition that multiple sources of knowledge
exist, and that procedures are necessary for evaluating the relative merit of these sources.
a. concepts also used at this stage: separate knowledge and connected knowledge
5. Constructed Knowledge: women aim to assimilate their know-how to
the authorities’ views. They understand that they can also have misconceptions.
The first two strategies occur often with schoolchildren and low-educated
women. The transition period from received to subjective knowledge often
takes place in technical university studies. Highly educated women (both in
universities and technical universities) often have what we call the separate
knowledge.
They consider this as an asset on which they can argue (both in the engineering field and traditional STEM) about what they can take a stand on. The other
model of knowledge is connected knowledge: women’s own experiences integrate to information gained from others. Women strive to combine knowledge
from various sources to process it: aiming to get closer to the ‘pure’ (scientific)
knowledge.
Regardless of hierarchical levels of studies, women often find their natural
role in the knowledge-creation process. They emphasise collective dataacquisition models and assimilating their feelings and knowledge to others’
skills and learning objectives. When working in level five, women can concentrate on producing know-how into fields relevant to them.
In 1995, J. Becker published a journal article of Belenky’s theory applied to
mathematics learning processes (Becker, 1995). In this article she applies
Belenky’s model into mathematics teaching in both graduate and undergraduate study levels. She suggests stage 4 (procedural knowledge/connected
knowledge) to be appropriate for learning mathematics. Becker’s article is a
very good addition into Belenky’s model for it is general as nature.
I heard of Belenky’s model when I was still studying electrical and communications engineering. I found the theory very well suited in women's learning
strategies in engineering. Besides interpreting and classifying women’s learn-
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ing strategies with it, I also found it to serve well in constructivist learning approach.
A common argument that is represented against Belenky’s theory is that
women produce information differently than their male peers. Additionally,
(Maher & Tetreau, 1996) there is a criticism that “few of these individual
‘whole stories’ are heard”. They argue that the theory misses the social and
structural perspectives: influences of race, class, culture and other factors to
shape the self-development process.

3.6

Reaching the Majority

As another theory about women in engineering education, I will present Sue
Rosser’s six-step model to reform the science/engineering education so that
more women could enter in it (Rosser, 1995). However, this theory has not
gained large publicity, and I do not use it further in my thesis.
1. Absence of women is not noted.
Science is objective; gender does not influence those who become scientists or the science produced by those scientists.
2. Recognition that most scientists are male and that science may reflect a
masculine perspective.
The investigation of problems has a more holistic and global scope using
interactive methods. In teaching, connections and broader content is created for problems and laboratory works.
3. Identification of barriers that prevent women from entering science
Science reflects a masculine approach to the world. ї We need supporting strategies.
4. Search for women scientists and their unique contributions.
Women have always been in engineering.
5. Science is done by feminists and women.
The science world has to be democratic.
6. Science is redefined and reconstructed to include us all.
In my opinion, Rossels’ (1995), theory still holds in higher engineering education in Finland. For example, the majority of our research/teaching personnel at Aalto University Technical Schools are clearly in phase 1. (Absence of
women is not noted.) Nationally, phase 2 (Recognition that most scientists are
male and that science may reflect a masculine perspective) is acknowledged
by some researchers, decision makers and other bodies (for example, The Federation of Finnish Technology Industries). There have been studies of barriers
for women in STEM (phase 3), but we still have a long way to go until we welcome and include us all into learning and making science.
Sue Rosser's 'Reaching the majority' describes well the women in research
society. However, I found it more meaningful to concentrate on learning strategies (not learning governance.)
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3.7

Summary

In this chapter I represented the basics of women and higher engineering
education. Essential in this chapter is Belenky’s theory, ‘Women’s Ways of
Knowing’. The theory introduced five learning strategies from passive (authority-originated) to active (student centred). Additionally I represented a more
narrow theory of women in higher engineering education (Rosser: Reaching
the Majority). However, I do not use the latter one in my research.
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4. Research

4.1

Introduction

In this chapter I further elaborate my research questions:
RQ1: What are women’s paths to our university of technology?
RQ2: Can we help with the retainment of female students during their early
studies in a cost and admin-efficient way?
RQ3: What are the early career prospects of female engineers that graduate
from our university?
After elaborating the research questions, I discuss important issues like scientific research, validity and ethics. Next, I present each research question, as
well as its corresponding research methods, research and related papers. This
chapter presents the research and results of my thesis.

4.2

Research Questions

Despite earlier research and supporting activities, women still form a clear
minority in higher engineering education (Nelson, 2014) (Holly, 2014)(6.3
Student Enrollment Statistics After My Study). From previous studies we have
learned that girls are unsecure STEM learners in secondary and uppersecondary schools (Seymour, 1995). They also suffer from poor self-esteem
and mathematical uneasiness (Spencer;Steele;& Quinn, 1999) (Hill;Corbett;&
St Rose, 2010). At university level, we have a clear division into women’s field
(education, liberal arts) and men’s field (STEM and engineering) in Finland.
Earlier study has revealed common reasons for women not to enter
STEM/engineering as lack or role models, self-doubt, negative view of science
and scientists, as well masculine content and climate of technical universities
(Brown & Josephs, 1999) (Sagebiel & Dahmen, 2006). On the other hand, earlier studies sum up that the family connections in the field of STEM have a
positive influence on women’s career choice (Adya & Kaiser, 2005) (BuzzettoMore;Ukoha;& Rustagi, 2010). However, the field is still missing the information on how women end up in the engineering field. How is the decision
formed? What chain of events occur? During the journey, what were the crucial factors, events and central people? At what point in the timeline was the
decision formed?
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This is my contribution to this field – to clarify women’s journey to higher
engineering education in our university. On the strength of my research, I aim
to present recommendations to help adjust recruiting materials to something
more interesting for female applicants. My first research question is:
RQ1: What are women’s paths to our university of technology?
As in earlier studies, women are more likely to discontinue their studies during the first two years than their male peers: while girls have poor self-esteem
towards STEM subjects, women in higher engineering education have less confidence in their abilities and individual accomplishments than their male peers
(Cuny & Aspray, 2002) (Sagebiel & Dahmen, 2006). Reasons for interruptions
can be derived from poor climate, competition and discouraging faculties with
a lack of support (Blickenstaff, 2005).
Earlier research reveals teaching experiments and recommendations for renewing courses (Rich;Perry;& Guzial, 2004) (Barker & Garvin-Doxas, 2004)
or enhancing curriculum with interdisciplinary teaching (Beraud, A., 2003)
(Borrego & Newswander, 2008) (Sagebiel & Dahmen, 2006). However, both of
these methods demand large amount of work and financing.
My research aim is to find supporting strategies that can be arranged with
little monetary contribution and little work from the faculty personnel. My
second research question is:
RQ2: Can we help with the retainment of female students during their early
studies in a cost and admin-efficient way?
After graduation, I follow women’s early career paths. Earlier research presents findings of women as worse (salary) negotiators and less eager than men
in using high-pressure methods to progress their careers (Gerhart & Rynes,
1991) (Stevens;Bavetta;& Kahn, 1993) (Kray;Thompson ;& Galinsky, 2001).
Since we work in a field where salary is based on personal skills and personality, the successful salary negotiations are crucial for one’s career. This phenomenon is quite contradictory to many traditional work fields, where salary
level is defined by degree and years of work experience.
The one subject that causes problems is family leave: as stated earlier, women take more responsibility in home and children matters than their spouses
(Shafer, 2011) (Sidle, 2011). All the above-mentioned phenomena are important for my research: my contribution is to map women’s early career into
numbers and figures: what are early career prospects for female engineers
compared to their male peers? What are challenges in female engineers’ early
work career? What are their survival strategies? My third research question is:
RQ3: What are the early career prospects of female engineers that graduate
from our university?

As a result of my study, I aim to find and represent supporting acts for:
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1. Women to choose higher engineering education
2. Women to conduct studies in higher engineering education
3. Women to work in engineering positions – early career
As stated earlier, women are easier to be influenced than their male peers
(Seymour, 1995). This has both a positive and negative impact: if we find the
right activities and right channels, we can make a difference. If not, the girls
and women have to continuously fight against old-fashioned thinking and
prejudices (and this will diminish the applicant pool and raise the discontinuation rates of students).

4.3

Research Approach

A scientific research is always carried out by means of a scientific method. A
research method comprises the backbone of a research. It consists of a research strategy, methods for data collection and data analysis. Each step is
closely tied to another (Cohen;Manion;& Morrison, 2000).
The research begins with choosing the subject based on a structured literature review of earlier research in the field. The next step is to formulate the
research plan (/strategy). A research plan consists of a full approach of representing the basis of research, execution of research and reporting
(Cohen;Manion;& Morrison, 2000)
The starting point for my study is basic research: a systematic study directed
toward greater knowledge or understanding of the fundamental aspects of
phenomena (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). My first aim is to produce new
knowledge of women in a higher engineering education. However, as can be
seen in my papers, my research aims also to serve as a basis for practical activities.
The backbone of my thesis is a collection of articles that are linked by subject
(women in higher engineering education) and timeline (from first recollection
of engineering as a study field to early career). The timeline of my research
questions is represented in the 1st chapter (Introduction): Figure 1 Timeline of
my research questions. The wider perspective of my research, mapped with
some international trends in the field, is represented in (APPENDIX A).
4.3.1

Validity

Lincoln and Guba posit that trustworthiness of a qualitative research is important to evaluating its worth. Trustworthiness involves establishing:
Ͳ Credibility - confidence in the 'truth' of the findings
Ͳ Transferability - showing that the findings have applicability in other
contexts
Ͳ Dependability - showing that the findings are consistent and could be
repeated
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Ͳ

Confirmability - a degree of neutrality or the extent to which the findings of a study are shaped by the respondents and not researcher bias,
motivation or interest.
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985)

My questionnaires contain both quantitative and qualitative questions. The
validity of the quantitative part of the study is split into two central measures:
Ͳ Internal validity: The ability to infer that a causal relationship exists
between two variables.
Ͳ External validity: The extent to which the study results can be generalised across populations of persons, settings, times, outcomes and
treatment variations.
(Johnson & Christensen, 2004)

4.3.2

Ethics

(Johnson & Christensen, 2004) define research ethics as ‘A set of principles to
guide and assist researchers in conducting ethical studies’. Some central concepts of research ethics are informed consent, access and acceptance, privacy,
anonymity and confidentiality. (Cohen;Manion;& Morrison, 2000)
I aimed to conduct my research according to high ethical standards. I will
present below how my research follows the guidelines:
Ͳ Informed consent: all students in each research were informed of an
anonymous use of material. All students were also advised how not to
participate on research.
Ͳ Access and acceptance: I conducted part of the studies during my own
courses, and I had my superior’s acceptance of my work. In research
outside my area of responsibility I had permission from a project manager or similar to carry out my study.
Ͳ Privacy: I do not expose any personal data that is not already in the
public domain.
Ͳ Anonymity: I don’t reveal any personal information of my participants.
In one case, where the number of participants per study programme is
low, I also blindfold the study participants (to ensure that no-one can
be identified).
Ͳ Confidentiality: even if I have gained personal information of my research participants, I will not represent them in public and I will treasure the research data.
A violation of my research ethics is course feedback questionnaires: in my
paper IV, I use the course’s feedback forms as one basis of my actual study
(Figure 5 Mixing quantitative and qualitative data). Part of the course feedback was collected before I entered the project and it did not contain the announcement that data was to use in scientific research and one could deny
the research use of one’s answers. However, I had the consent of the project
manager for the data and I did not use the feedback material in my actual research.
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4.4.1

RQ1: What are women’s paths to our university of technology?
RQ1: Research method: narrative inquiry

I use the narrative research method for my first research question. I collected
data in the form of an essay. I chose narrative inquiry as a research method,
since I wanted to know the whole pathway (not merely the reasons) that women progressed to higher engineering educations. The narrative research method has a clear qualitative nature. Researchers have always been interested in
narratives, since it gives us a tool to understand and govern the past. The narrative inquiry as a research field has roots in the 1980s, and in the 1990s the
use of narratives spread largely and extended to different study fields. Narrative research explores the meanings of human action and phenomena constructed in narratives. The basis of narrative analysis is that creating stories is
essential and typical for human beings. Narrative research is a broad framework, which contains different data-acquisition and analysis methods. The key
question of this study is the concept of a story. Narrative analysis can use, for
example, stories, tales, memoirs and anecdotes as data sources. Figure 3 presents the collection process of narrative data. (Connelly & Clandin, 1990)

chain ofevents
story

(interpretation ofchain ofevents)

narrative

(representation ofthestory)

Figure3 Originofanarrative

To be eligible data for narrative research, the chain of events has to have a
beginning, storyline and end. The researcher studies the material and aims to
interpret the essentials from the narrative.
However practical narrative inquiry is, it has its weaknesses: firstly, the
method has a strong cultural emphasis: it is not replicable in other cultural
environments. Secondly, the interpretation is subjective and reflects the researcher’s own thoughts. (To gain more accurate research, we must use researcher triangulation8.) Thirdly, the data has to be chosen carefully to avoid
the researcher’s interference in the narratives (Connelly & Clandin, 1990). I
did not try to fade out cultural influence: they are valuable knowledge and the
higher engineering education varies greatly between countries and it would be
interesting to replicate this study in the other country. I ensured the quality in


8

Researcher triangulation: more than one researcher studying the same phenomenon.
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my research by pre-reading hundreds of essays as preliminary study to get the
big picture.
4.4.2

RQ1: Research

In RQ1, I examined what are women’s paths to our university of technology.
I used narrative inquiry as my data-collection method and narrative analyses
as my research method.
I saw the process of choosing one’s study field as a continuum of events that
form a story. This story has a beginning (initial point – first recollection of
engineering as a study/work field), progress (storyline) and ending (start of
studies). I collected data in the form of an essay. I was very eager to find connective themes in stories so I used a traditional, categorical approach by
means of content analysis that ended up with connective categories and
themes (Lieblich;Tuval-Mashiach;& Zilber, 1998). However, in this thesis I
present a few examples of typical stories as well.
Students produced the narratives during the first month of study in an introductive course that is obligatory for all new students. Students wrote essays of
the continuum of events from their earliest reflections of engineering as a career choice, to their present state as first-year students. The instructions of the
essays also encouraged students to sketch their future plans in the field of engineering. However, since the students strongly emphasised their path to the
university, I did not include the future plans in this study (except in cases
where it was a determining factor in students’ decision of their place or field of
study).
The students were informed that they could prohibit the research-based use
of their material. Students wrote free-form narratives of their path into our
university. The minimum length of this essay was two A4 papers with a maximum font of 12pt. Typical to the nature of narrative inquiry I did not limit the
content of the student’s essays. I did not demand any compulsory content that
the essays should include, but I gave students examples of elements an essay
could contain. I left the writing instructions intentionally broad so I did not
exclude any aspects that the students wanted to write about. However, this
made the analysis of essays somewhat complicated: if somebody wrote something interesting, I might not find that same matter in another’s essay. Since
students made their need to get some instructions of what they should write
known, I created a list of topic questions that they could include in their essays. The topics are represented in Paper II.
I collected material from all study programmes in our university. Prior to my
actual research activities, I pre-read hundreds of papers from all of our university’s study programmes in order to get a broader overview. To the primary
research at hand, I have analysed data from 84 essays in eight study programmes9. Data was collected as random samples. Besides this study there is

Bio Product Technology, Transportation and Environmental Engineering, Chemical
Technology, Real Estate Economics, Computer Science and Engineering, Automation
and Systems Technology, Engineering and Mechanical Engineering

9
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plenty of data leftover that will help continue my research activities in this
field in the future.
I examined this selection process from two angles:
In paper I, I gathered the data of 18 female and 18 male students’ paths into
the three most male-dominated programmes in TKK. In our analysis, I found
similarities within both genders and similarities within female/male applicants only. In paper II, I present common denominators and differences between genders in the process of choosing higher engineering education. I analyse processes to choose both our technical university and study programme
within. In this study I examined paths for female and male candidates on their
way to a higher engineering education. My hypothesis was that I could find
congruent factors in female applicants’ process in choosing their study field
(engineering) and study programme. I chose the three most male-dominated
study programmes in TKK: computer science (7 % women), automation and
systems technology (10% women) and electronics (10% women). In this part of
my study I aim to find differences between men and women.
In paper II I gathered data from 48 female students’ essays in four study
fields with a high proportion of women (>43 %) and compared them with data
gathered from female students’ essays in four study fields with a low proportion of women (<15 %). My hypothesis was that I could find similarities between study programmes with a high percentage of women and other similarities between study programmes with a low concentration of women.
I will explain the Finnish schooling system as a framework for my study: the
Finnish schooling system includes two mandatory schools: primary school
(age 7-11) and lower-secondary school (age 12-14). After lower-secondary
school one can apply for 2-4 years at the upper-secondary school. To be able to
start studying at university, one has to pass upper-secondary school or similar
studies in academy and the Finnish Matriculation Examination (which is a
collection of examinations of different study fields). One can emphasise her
studies and examinations, for example, in natural sciences and/or languages.

4.4.3

Paper I: Pathways to Male-Dominated Engineering Programs

4.4.3.1 DataCollection
The data was collected in autumn 2010 in form of a course essay. The essay
deadline was at the end of September. Approximately 810 students (24%
women) wrote essays. The essay was a mandatory part of the basic CS course.
However, students were informed that they can prohibit the research use of
their essay in research purposes.
4.4.3.2 Research
I read hundreds of essays as a basis for my research. For the analysis in paper I, I picked a random sample of essays produced by 18 male students in
computer science, automation and systems technology, and electronics, as well
as 18 female students in corresponding study programmes. Male candidates
were picked in random samples, whereas I had to include all the female stu-
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dents enrolled on these programs in order to achieve 18 essays for further
analysis. We aimed to find similarities and differences between genders and
study programmes.
The beginning of the story, noting TKK as a possible study place, took place
much earlier in male applicants’ stories, often at the latest in primary or lowersecondary school, compared to the female applicants’ decision that took place
in upper-secondary school (typically in year two or three). The paths varied
greatly between students: some described the first encounter with TKK as a
little child and narrated the process for us step-by-step, while others first considered TKK during the applications period. A very important result of this
study was that almost all students were very satisfied in their study field, even
if it was not their first choice.
Regardless of an applicant’s gender, the most positive and strongest impact
of one’s choice was relatives or friends in the field. As in earlier studies
(Brainard & Carlin, 1998), the most important factor for some girls to end up
in engineering fields was the support of their mother. On the other hand some
research suggest that the most important factor is the support of one’s father.
The elder relatives were trusted and they had more authority than, for example, school counsellors. The differences were found in women’s and men’s history with technology: many men had been interested in technology since an
early age, whereas a common denominator for female students was their interest in applying mathematics in other fields.
Choosing one’s degree programme was difficult for many applicants. The extremities in selection processes were, on one hand, candidates who visit stands
to obtain information and survey deep-recruiting materials, versus those candidates who, on the other hand, choose the programme randomly or for its
intriguing name. However, the majority of students were somewhere in the
middle and leaned towards the internet material of universities. The main reason for male candidates to study was their interest in technology, versus the
mathematical reasons of their female peers. I cite a story of a female applicant:
“I have always liked mathematics and I am interested to apply it into something concrete. During upper-secondary school I added TKK as one of my
options. It stood out as a respected institute. I have engineers in my family.
Choosing a degree programme was difficult, but I am happy with my selection.” ( Linda10)
For a typical example of a male story, I selected Mark:
“Since a little boy I have had an interest in all kinds of technology. TKK was
the only option for me. (To be on the safe side, I applied for the Helsinki University, but this was never a real option). Choosing the study programme
was hard, but I am very happy with my selection.” (Mark)



10

All names are pseudonyms.
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The majority of women who applied to engineering fields didn’t exclude other possibilities, for example, the faculty of medicine or faculty of science (different from higher engineering education). This behaviour diverts greatly from
their male peers. In my research I investigate (as one aspect) some of the reasons for women to choose our higher engineering education instead of other
universities. The three most common reasons were:
Ͳ The women considered our university to be of better quality than
competitors.
Ͳ The employment situation and career prospects were seen better in
engineering fields compared to other universities.
Ͳ The studies and work will apply traditional natural science into something concrete.

4.4.4 Paper II: Women and Higher Engineering Education - Choosing
One's Degree Program

4.4.4.1 DataCollection
This data uses the same data source as the Paper I: The data was collected in
autumn 2010 in form of a course essay. The essay deadline was at the end of
September. Approximately 810 students (24% women) wrote essays. The essay
was a mandatory part of the basic CS course. However, students were informed that they can prohibit the research use of their essay in research purposes.
I closely examined 48 essays of female freshers for Paper II, taken from
study programmes: Bio Product Technology, Transportation and Environmental Engineering, Chemical Technology, Real Estate Economics, Computer Science and Engineering, Automation and Systems Technology, Electronics and
Electrical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.
4.4.4.2 Research
The idea for students to write essays on their paths to our university and certain study programmes proved to be useful, as represented in paper I. I wanted
to develop our study from another perspective: I used the same data collection
method (narrative inquiry) in paper II as was used in paper I: incoming students wrote essays of their journey from first impressions of engineering careers, to actually starting their studies.
Compared to the research in paper I, this time I put an emphasis on female
applicants’ reasons to choose certain study programmes: 48 stories were analysed from eight study programs. I focus on similarities and differences of female students’ paths in study programmes that have a high concentration of
female freshers (over 43%), and programmes with a low concentration of female freshers (below 15%).
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I compare essays from study programmes with a high/low proportion of
women. I aimed to find similarities and differences between, a), study programmes, and b), study programmes with a high/low proportion of women.
Degree programmes in which the proportion of females is over 43% of the
first-year students:
Ͳ Bio Product Technology (BT, 53% women)
Ͳ Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE, 46% women)
Ͳ Chemical Technology (CHE, 45% women)
Ͳ Real Estate Economics (REIF, 44% women)
Degree programmes in which the proportion of females is below 15% of firstyear students:
Ͳ Computer Science and Engineering (CS, 7% women)
Ͳ Automation and Systems Technology (AS, 9% women)
Ͳ Electronics and Electrical Engineering (EE, 10% women)
Ͳ Mechanical Engineering (ME, 14% women)
I have chosen my study in a way in which all study programmes in the research have approximately the same admission scores. The data acquisition
arrangement is represented in Figure 4.


Figure4:MystudyselecteddatafromstudyprogrammesofhighconcentrationofandlowconcentraͲ
tionsoffemalestudents.Redcolumnsrepresenttheadmissionscoresforeachstudyprograms.Blue
columnsrepresentthepercentageofwomenineachstudyprogramme.Figuresarefromyear2010.

The first and most important finding was that the family/friend connection
was the most influential factor in choosing engineering as a study field. The
mother’s support was especially crucial. Women with a low-proportion of female study programmes emphasised applied mathematics (as also stated in
Paper I). A common denominator for the majority of females was uncertainty:
even if they had the recruiting materials and some of them had informal con-
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nections to the engineering field (perhaps in family, acquaintances, etc.), they
still felt that they did not know anything about the study programme they were
accepted into.
In study programmes with a low concentration of female students, the common denominator was an interest in natural sciences and mathematics. In
their choosing process, they also valued positions which one can use applied
mathematics to create something concrete.
In study programmes with a relatively high concentration of female students,
many expressed an interest in using their engineering education as a tool for
future interdisciplinary work life. Women expressed interest in sociallyoriented studies, multidisciplinary studies and environmental influencing and
protection. This is very typical of women, who emphasise humane and societal
value. Many women’s choices were altruistic: for example, students in chemistry wanted to heal people. In Bio Product, Transportation and Environmental
studies, an engineering career was seen as a tool to diminish global warming
and protect the environment. The stories by Betty and Anne (pseudonyms)
illustrate this phenomenon.
___
“I can be proud of being accepted to Finland’s best technical university. I’ve
gotten used to achieve what I aimed for and this admittance was no exception. The possibility to study here is an honour and I want to bring my share
to Aalto University <study program name>.” (Betty, study programme of
low percentage of women)
”<study program name> sounded just perfect for me, as I am interested in
global warming and environmental issues. I also have a need to contribute
my share and, in the best case, to improve society and the world.“ (Anne,
study programme of high percentage of women):

4.5

4.5.1

RQ2: Can we help with the retainment of female students during their early studies in a cost and admin-efficient way?
RQ2: Research methods

4.5.1.1 Survey
A creation of a survey should always have a basis: theoretical, earlier research or own earlier research (Cohen;Manion;& Morrison, 2000). A survey
can include quantitative questions (multiple choice), qualitative questions
(open ended) or both. The most widely used scale in quantitative survey research is the Likert scale: the respondent is asked to indicate her/his agreement with a statement on the scale. The most popular scale is presented below:
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree (neutral)
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4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
(Cohen;Manion;& Morrison, 2000)
A successful survey study has two principles:
1. Make sure the survey instrument items match your research objectives:
you must determine why you intent to conduct your research study before you can write a questionnaire.
2. Understand your research participants: you have to ‘think like’ your potential research participants.
(Johnson & Christensen, 2004)
Survey study is quite light weighed and can be conducted without massive research arrangements. However, to create a successful questionnaire with internal and external validity (Chapter 4.3.1 Validity) one has to plan the questionnaire careful: the questionnaire should anchor to earlier research. We
should test the preliminary questions in pilot group. I shortly represent the
quality aspects of questionnaires according to the research.
4.5.1.2 ContentAnalysis
In content analysis, the research data is broken down, analysed, contrasted,
compared and classified (etc.). The researcher studies the material in search
for similarities and differences. Content analysis is used in textual format of
data. Content analysis is used for creating a condensed image, which both presents the results and connects them in a wider perspective. (Schwandt, 2007)
In this section I use three questionnaires: basic faculty feedback inquiry
(APPENDIX B) and two of my own questionnaires (APPENDIX C and APPENDIX D).
A few words of course feedback forms:
In the 1990s, the department of Communications and Electronics started a
campaign to raise the teaching quality via course feedback. Course feedback
forms were brought to all courses. The questions on the course feedback form
are presented in (APPENDIX B). The form was quite small. Questions were
straightforward and clearly targeted in a basic course: lectures and exercises. It
measured the course personnel and course material. Based on this student
evaluation, the course personnel got a productivity bonus. It is important to
note that course feedback forms are not scientific questionnaires. However,
feedback questionnaires can serve as one basis for a more sophisticated research questionnaire.
4.5.1.3 Observations
In observation study, the researcher (or research assistant) observes the researched person’s behaviour and, for example, interaction between parties.
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One can observe both verbal and/or non-verbal communication. Techniques
for observing are, for example: a researcher can be in the same room and make
notes or take photographs; activities can be recorded (voice/multimedia). A
researcher must know the field of the activities to observe the significant findings.
Observation research can be divided into three categories:
1. Highly structured observation: we know what we are looking for.
(Testing hypothesis)
2. Semi-structured observation: we have an agenda, but gather data to
illuminate issues in a less predetermined way.
3. Unstructured-observation: we observe what is taking place before deciding on its significance for the research.
(Cohen;Manion;& Morrison, 2000)
My observation is of highly structured nature. The course of my study is
sketched in Figure 5. It is clear that the hypothesis is formed before observation study.
A clear weakness of the observation study is that the observation might interfere with the teaching: if an observer sits in the classroom, students might not
be able to concentrate on the task at hand, or the observer might otherwise
affect the group dynamics. To alleviate this problem I used older students as
observers: the students should draw less attention than substantially older
research personnel.
Another problem in observation studies is the use of technology: recording
could stop in midstream, the quality of voice could be too poor and it might be
difficult to distinguish who said what in the class and so on.
4.5.1.4 MixedMethodsStudy
Mixed method research involves both the collecting and analysing of quantitative and qualitative data. A simple example of a mixed method study is research in which the quantitative inquiry is used as a basis for more extensive
qualitative study. In successful research, quantitative and qualitative parts
support each other and produce more accurate information of phenomenon at
hand than either one alone. (Creswell & Clark, 2007).
A mixed method study involves eight distinct steps:
1. Determine whether a mixed design is appropriate.
2. Determine the rationale for using mixed design.
3. Select the mixed method or mixed model research design.
4. Collect the data.
5. Analyse the data
6. Validate the data.
7. Interpret the data.
8. Write the research report.
(Johnson & Christensen, 2004)
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Mixed methods research has its limitations: mixed method research is often
more complex than mono-method studies, and they tend to require more time
and resources to undertake. Additionally, they require expertise in both quantitative and qualitative research methods. Some mixed method studies reveal
contradictory findings between quantitative and qualitative phases (Johnson &
Christensen, 2004).
I use mixed method research in its very basic forms:
1. A questionnaire contains both quantitative and qualitative questions: data is embedded. (Paper V)
2. A quantitative pre-study is followed by more in-depth qualitative study:
data is connected. (Paper III, IV)
3. Both quantitative and qualitative data form democratic results: data is
merged. (Paper III)
(Creswell & Clark, 2007)

4.5.2

RQ2: Research

At the beginning of their university-level studies, most of our female freshers
were in a transitional period from received to subjective knowledge, if we are
using Belenky’s model (Belenky, Women's ways of knowing: The development
of self, voice, and mind, 1986). The transition period towards subjective
knowledge is difficult if the teaching methods are teacher-centred11, as is the
traditional lecture-exercise-examination model. For example, in traditional
mathematics courses:
1. Lecture: students sit passively in the lecture, taking notes.
2. Homework: students complete homework, preferably alone (to avoid
suspicions of cheating).
3. Exercise: each piece of homework is demonstrated on the blackboard
by a random student. A student gets points from every completed assignment (competition).
4. Examination(s): students can participate in either three tests during
the period, or one larger-scale examination later on (competition).
This is a good example of a teacher-centred teaching process (chalk and
talk): the teacher provides students with knowledge bit-by-bit, and students
accomplish fixed assignments (alone). The above-mentioned is a good example of a competitive masculine learning environment, which is a typical form of
study during the first two years of study. However, as earlier research depicts,
women interrupt their studies during the freshmen and sophomore years more
often than their male peers (Seymour, 1995) (Brainard & Carlin, 1998).
Whereas traditional competitive teaching methods are suitable for men, they
do not motivate or encourage women into better performance (Seymour &

11

Teacher-centred Learning: learning is transferring knowledge from teacher to student.
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Hewitt, 1997). It has been stated earlier in this thesis that while women don’t
excel themselves in competing, they do in environments they find positive and
supporting. Earlier studies (Brainard & Carlin, 1998) depict that support from
the faculty, teacher and/or mother improves one’s rating of math (perhaps any
STEM subject). In my papers III and IV, I work on the research question RQ2:
Can we help with the retainment of female students during their early studies
in a cost and an admin-efficient way?
According to paper III, traditional teaching (lessons and exercises) can also
be taught in a way that is profitable to female students with no extra costs,
simply by dividing the training sessions into all-female, fifty-fifty and all-male
groups. The main weakness in this course of action is that we reduce the freedom of choice and push students into something they do not necessary want to
do. It is very understandable that neither faculty nor students want to do it
that way for various reasons.
If the faculty doesn’t support education methods favouring female students,
as the current situation often fails to do, support can be given from separately
funded projects or by individual teachers. In this case, the action towards better retainment figures for female students can be reached by small adjustments. Independent from faculty police, I aim to create a supportive climate,
which is important for women’s retainment figures.
I must not give a pessimistic view of the faculty: they have, for example,
monetary pressure and inner conflicts on how to teach or study. Plus, genderemphasised teaching is a very contradictory topic. However, one important
issue for women’s retainment figures is to create connections and interaction
within the faculty. A very female-beneficial and widely used activity in many
universities is the tutoring system. The operation is gender-neutral, however,
as it favours women since their study methods are naturally dialogic and they
benefit from the personal connection to a faculty member. The challenge of
tutoring is that many students do not understand why they should take part in
tutoring activities, since they don’t directly assist their present-day courses.
On the other hand, what if we cannot teach traditional engineering in a better way: perhaps there is no money, or no will to shift the teaching focus from
teacher-centred teaching models to more co-operative learning processes –
well, we can still support students. I summarise methods of supporting students by an interdisciplinary course of literature in paper IV.
From a bigger perspective our teaching offering can be seen as marginal,
since the amount of participants in our course is counted in small numbers
(compared to mass courses). We don’t deny this matter: our goal in this course
was to help the people who benefitted from our teaching. We must emphasise
that not all students want to participate in our course.
Supporting methods, both inside and outside of official teaching, have proven to be efficient in our study.
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4.5.3

Paper III: Gender, Communication and Comfort Level in HigherLevel Computer Science Education – Case Study

4.5.3.1 DataCollection
I did a preliminary study in year 2003 (before my maternity leave12) and the
primary study in year 2005 (after my maternity leave). This was my first research, so I wanted to be sure that the observations worked and the questionnaire would show the causality between variables (internal validity). External
validity is more problematic, because this kind of study is bound to teaching
substance, methods and culture. However, I state this method suitable for
learning basic engineering skills like CS, programming, mathematics and
physics.
The main data collection for this paper was done in autumn 2005 in the students’ first mandatory CS course. I had external funding for the observers’ salary. Data was collected from six groups. Each group had 6-14 members. Group
types were all male, even gender and all female.
In this study I did not research the equality between genders. Emancipation
is not discussed in this study. Gender is defined as it appears in a person’s register.
4.5.3.2 Research
Women act as climate thermometers in study and work places. Even if their
study performance is above average, they discontinue their studies easier than
their male peers, and suffer more from a poor climate and/or poor teaching
than their male peers (Klawe & Leveson, 1995) (Seymour, 1995). On the other
hand, female students are easier to reach than their male peers: women excel
themselves in friendly (formerly women-friendly) surroundings. The reason
for the term ‘women-friendly’ is that a good climate affects women more than
their male peers (Cuny & Aspray, 2002).
In this study I evaluated climate and the amount of communication there is
in three different types of gender distribution: all-female, mixed groups and
all-male. The study is conducted mainly by observation. Two observers sat in
the back of the class in each exercise. Additionally, students filled out questionnaires (APPENDIX C). Questionnaires were based on student feedback
material from earlier years, my own experiences of exercises as an assistant
and other assistant feedback. I also tracked how many exercises one could carry out (i.e. how successful were the students at studying during the exercise).
We observed the very first CS training sessions that students took in TKK. The
research has a clear mixed-method nature represented in Figure 5.


Maternity leave in Finland begins before child birth and lasts 105 weekdays. After
maternity leave, starts parental leave, which lasts 158 days.

12
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Figure5Mixingquantitativeandqualitativedata

I chose three types of exercise groups: all-male, even-gender and all-female.
Two observers sat at the back of the class in order to take notes from each
group. The two observers took notes of how much students speak (or have the
floor), and evaluates the nature of communication (relevant for the exercise or
not). Additionally, observers recorded their own views of the nature of the exercise. The idea behind putting two observers into each group was to ensure
that the observation was precise. However, as we soon noted, the use of two
observers was not needed, and one per group was enough.
As stated in paper III, observers had a map of the class, and each student
scored as represented in the figure below.


Figure6:Anobservationformforastudentinanexercisegroup:thesewereusedtoformamapof
theclass(frompaperIII)

Based on these markings, I counted averages and standard deviations for different kinds of communications. Noteworthy differences were found between
groups: while the male students’ performance was approximately even in spite
of the gender distribution of the group, female students fared better both in
even or female-only groups. The female students spontaneously used group or
pair work when needed. In mixed gender groups, the common way of working
was dependent on the distribution: if the distribution was close to even, the
training sessions were described as casual and relaxed. Female students acted
as initiators in most cases and they asked a lot from other students and the
assistant.
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Unlike the previous two group arrangements, in all-male groups no successful groups or pairs were formed. Students worked alone and did not communicate much. They searched for help from books, papers and the internet rather
than from each other or the assistant. The atmosphere in all-male training
sessions was described as quiet.
I sum up the amount (average and standard deviation) of communication in
different groups in Table 2. Women are more active than their male peers in
co-operation in each group. The best communication rates are in groups with a
gender balance that is close to even. In the groups |M|>|F|, the amount of
male students exceeded greatly the amount of female students.
Table2:Theamountofoverallinteractionrelatedtotheexercisesindifferentgroups




Observers also described the working methods and atmosphere on each
group. Here are a few examples:
Observer Oona (all-male group): The atmosphere in training sessions
is peaceful and focused. Students don’t ask help from the assistant, instead
they search for help from handouts. One student did not ask help from anyone, even though he is clearly stuck on one exercise.
Observer Mark (fifty-fifty group): In this group students ask a lot from
each other and the assistant. Female students talk also beside the point. A few
quiet men and one woman work independently. Completing the exercises
took more time for this group than the quiet ones, but I got a feeling they
were done thoroughly.
Observer Alice (all-female group): The group was quite high-spirited.
Students asked a lot from each other, but also from the assistants. Assistant
was asked usually after students had negotiated the problem themselves.
Some students asked mostly from the assistant.
When male and female students were compared with each other, the male
students completed more exercises than women. However, more than 10% of
male students completed less exercises than any of their female peers. This
might result from more modest interaction among the men, i.e. when a male
student in an all-male group failed to accomplish a certain exercise by himself,
he for some reason was not able or willing to ask for help in accomplishing the
task at hand. Women felt the exercises more difficult than their male peers.
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These three groups used knowledge in different levels of Belenky’s five levels,
(Belenky, 1986): in all-male groups, students worked on levels one (silence
knowledge) and two (received knowledge): there was no collective knowledge
sharing or developing. Students developed their knowledge via materials. This
is a very typical working method in the first two years of elimination pedagogy.
Mixed and all-female groups worked on levels four (procedural knowledge)
and five (constructed knowledge): they were willing to co-operate, assimilate
their knowledge with others and authorities.
4.5.4

Paper IV: Beyond the Conventional Engineering Discipline –
Teaching Prose

4.5.4.1 DataCollection
The course of literature was arranged six times during 2002-2006. The variation of group members varied between 7-17 students. Altogether 51 students,
18 women and 34 men took part in the courses from Autumn 2002 to Autumn
2006. I emailed my questionnaire (APPENDIX D) to all 51 students. I received 16 answers (6 female, 10 male), which means that the answer percentage was 31 percent. Hence the results are suggestive.

4.5.4.2 Research
The teaching of prose and lyrics started at the Department of Electrical and
Communications Engineering at the Helsinki University of Technology in Autumn 2002 and the last course was held in 2007. The story of the course is
familiar from many promising projects: since the course administration was
project-based instead of faculty-arranged, the course was shut down while the
project series (Paloheimo;Putila;& Simpanen, 2010) was over.
The idea of the course was to form 10-person (+- =7-17) groups and familiarise yourself with different kinds of literature, for example prose, short stories,
science-fiction, poetry, causerie, aphorism, drama and radio plays. The teacher, who also listened to participants’ own wishes, provided the material. Additionally, there was a possibility to produce your own text and get feedback
from it. The course consisted of six meetings and corresponding homework.
The course was arranged in both autumn and spring semesters. Many students took the course two (or even three) times, as depicted in Table 3. One
could obtain credits from both autumn and spring semesters. The course credits were either one or two, depending on the workload. The amount of credits
was so small that we interpreted that students did not participate because of
easy credits or other external reasons.
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Table3:Anillustrationofstudentprofileincourse:Year/term


In my research I aimed to find out what kind of outcomes students got from
this course of literature. In the TKK Department of Electronics and Communications Engineering, the use of course feedback questionnaires were highly
recommended for all courses. Students evaluated the literature course as
among the top three within electronics and communications study programmes for the years 2002, 2003 and 2005. The basic course evaluation
form is represented in (APPENDIX B). The questionnaire had mostly quantitative, Likert-scale questions and one qualitative wordy question for further reasoning. It has to be noted that the questionnaire in (APPENDIX B) is made
afterwards, since the original course evaluation form was in Finnish.
I started my research by studying basic-course feedback data (APPENDIX
B), which was collected in the autumn courses of 2003, 2005 and 2006. I soon
noticed that: the female percentage of course students were substantially higher than in the overall department: during 2002-2006, approximately 15% of
students were women, whereas the average percentage of females in the literature course was 40%.
I started a deeper examination of the course and its impact on students.
Based on earlier research, teaching arts alongside with technical courses offers
remedies to commonly recognized social and motivational problems in engineering education. As a basic supporting act, teaching arts offers ways to
communicate as well as networking tools and opportunities. This, in turn, creates a more balanced and supportive climate for learning. (Barker & GarvinDoxas, 2004) (Leathwood, 2006)
Based on earlier research about diversifying the higher engineering education as well as the results of course feedback I made a post-course inquiry in
2006 and sent an email to all students who participated in the course during
the years 2003-2006. Post-course inquiry can be found from (APPENDIX D).
In the inquiry I elaborated on reasons for participating, features of the course,
networking and one very wide question about the course, literature and life.
The questionnaire and questions were purposely wide letting the students to
use stream of consciousness.
The students answered very thoroughly. I present two example answers:
Q1: (Elaborate on your reasons for participating in this course. In case you
participated more than once, what were the grounds for a re-run?) “During
my studies in TKK, I have always searched for more intellectual courses or
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events, where standpoint is more wide-ranging than the traditional technological perspective.
Years ago I used to visit Nyyti r.y.13’s events, where psychologists gave
guest lectures. I also took Esa Saarinen14’s lectures as well. This literature
course offered me just the type of conversations (I was looking for), inspired
by the writer (Kosti Sironen) and other participants.” (Edward)
Q2: (In a longer temporal perspective, what were the best offerings on the
course?) “Great atmosphere, creativity; talking instead of being silent from
morning to night. And all of this happens in TKK!!! This increased my motivation towards more traditional courses. Not joy of life, but energy and vibes
for TKK work.” (Ann)
I want to highlight three features of course participants: firstly, the percentage of female students was notably higher than was in the overall department.
Secondly, many participants were also keen on other humanistic studies: some
had already taken courses from the Humanistic Faculty in the University of
Helsinki, some were planning for more disciplinary studies. The third significant feature was that the age range of the students in the course was wider
than in traditional courses.
According to my study, the course improved four areas of excellence: communication methods, innovative thinking, motivation for more traditional engineering studies and networking. All of these are very important skills for
future engineers. This is also a very good example of offering support outside
the faculty and creates possibilities for more personified learning.
The learning model in this course was dialogic: students and teachers structure knowledge together. I position the course’s working methods between
levels four (Procedural knowledge) and five (Constructed Knowledge) on
Belenky’s scale (Belenky, Women's ways of knowing: The development of self,
voice, and mind, 1986). The course had many advantages: it gave the students
tools to process knowledge and team-working skills, while on the other hand it
provided students with a more personal experience when compared to mass
courses: whereas many classes at that time were teacher-centred, the course of
literature was guaranteed to be student-centred. The course was for small
groups of students. However, the cost structure of the course was relatively
small: the teacher was an author employed on an hourly wage.
However, this kind of teaching needs to break barriers: as represented above,
teaching in traditional studies (mathematics, physics) is very teacher-centred:
In Belenky’s statistics we are talking about levels one (Silence) and two (Received knowledge), implying that students are used to passively following the
authority. They don’t understand their own role in producing knowledge and
the validity of their own thoughts. A student who is used to following authorities unconditionally will be lost if there is no straightforward agenda, as one


13

Nyyti ry was established in 1984. It aims to improve students’ mental health and life
management.
14 Esa Saarinen is a very famous Finnish philosopher, company trainer and writer.
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has to participate in creating the content. This is contradictory when compared
to earlier experiences when the student doesn’t appreciate herself as part of
the learning process. If one doesn’t consider herself as an active member of the
group, one will not want to participate on the course. These kinds of students
prefer mass lectures, since in that way they can hang on to their level one and
two data acquisition.

4.6

4.6.1

RQ3: What are the early career prospects of female engineers
that graduate from our university?
Research methods

Using Secondary Data
In both of my papers on this matter I use secondary data: secondary data is
data collected for another reason and by someone other than the user. Using
secondary data, a researcher saves time, money and manpower. One form of
secondary data is to examine a non-scientific inquiry in a scientific way. One
can also study the material from another angle than the original (Jarvenpaa,
1991).
The main weaknesses of the secondary data are shortage of research data or
biases of data compared to new research. I use a ready-made, very large-scale
quantitative questionnaire in paper V (presented in 4.5.1). I use qualitative
material in paper VI that was originally collected for an extensive survey for
development of a web community (weme.fi, not available anymore). In both
cases the amount of data is extensive and wide-ranging. I consider the both
data adequate for my thesis.
Interview
Interview studies are commonly classified as either structured (closed,
forced-choice responses) or unstructured (open-ended responses). The latter
category is then further subdivided into informal conversational interviews,
the interview guide approach, and the standardized open-ended interview. The
typical in-depth, semi-structured, or unstructured interview aims to elicit stories of experience. The active interview is framed as an interactional encounter. (Schwandt, 2007)
Focus Group Interview
Focus group interviews or discussions bring together a group of people to
discuss a particular topic or range of issues and are commonly found in media
and communication studies, evaluation research, and organizational research.
(Schwandt, 2007)
The moderator has two important tasks: firstly to create a nonthreatening
and non-evaluative environment in which group members feel free to express
themselves openly and without concern for whether others in the group agree
with the opinions offered. Secondly the moderator has to keep the discussion
on track. (Stewart & Shamsadani, 2006)
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4.6.2

RQ3:Research

Women face many challenges in their working life when compared to their
male peers. The key term is underestimation: women have to continuously
prove their competence. Earlier research depicts that women as a group are
worse negotiators than their male peers. Women are less eager to take risks,
whereas men are more competitive. To get something out of this phenomenon,
we should admit that there are notable differences in women’s and men’s leading skills: female engineers emphasise group work and deliberative methods,
whereas men outperform women in competitive environments
(Kray;Thompson ;& Galinsky, 2001) (Kray & Thompson, 2002) (Kray &
Thompson, 2004 ).
One big question regarding careers is family leave: despite actions, women
take substantially longer family leave and spend substantially more time in
childcare and/or household work than their male peers. Usually women continue to be the ones who interrupt their careers, take more days off, and – if
needed – work part-time. As a result, they have fewer years of job experience
and fewer hours of employment per year, which slows their career progress
and reduces their earnings.
Wage gaps exist inside STEM fields. In the US, hourly earnings in 2009 within the STEM sector had a 14% gap between male and female workers in favour
of men (compared to a 21% gap in non-STEM fields). Estimates are for fulltime, year-round private wage and salary workers age 16 and over. Among college-educated STEM workers, engineering has the smallest pay gap (7%) and
computer and math the biggest (12%). These figures are calculated from fulltime, year-round private wage and salary workers aged 25 an over.
(Beede;Julian;Langdon;McKittrick;Khan;& Doms, 2011)
It is difficult to gain information of female and male engineers’ inexplicable
salary gap in Finland. In 05/2015, the Finnish labour market organisation’s
specialist, Tarja Arkio, evaluated that the inexplicable gap is 5-6% in favour of
men.

4.6.3

Paper V: Less is Not More - Female Engineers' Career Paths Five
Years from Graduation

4.6.3.1 DataCollection
A career and employment survey completed five years after graduation was
conducted for the sixth time in 2010. 13 universities in Finland took part in
this survey. The survey was designed in co-operation between universities. The
co-ordination unit was the recruitment services of the University of Tampere.
In 2005, 1,017 architects and landscape architects graduated from TKK as
Masters of Science in Technology. The questionnaire was sent by post for 989
persons, whose address was found from the Population Register Centre. 522
persons answered to the questionnaire, with a response rate of 51.3. Female
engineers’ response rate was higher (58.3%) than their male peers (48.7 %)
The English questionnaire form is represented in APPENDIX E.
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4.6.3.2 Research
In this research, I studied the early career paths of engineers who graduated
from TKK in 2005: In 2005, 1,017 architects and landscape architects graduated from TKK as Masters of Science in Technology. The proportion of female
respondees was 27%. In year 2005, 24,7 % of accepted higher education engineering students were female students. The percentage of female students was
20 %. The proportion of female graduates was approximately 27%.
My research uses Academic Career Service (ACS) data, which was collected
in 2010 as part of a large-scale research involving 13 universities around Finland. Aarresaari (aarresaari.net) is a network of Academic Career Services
representing 12 Finnish Universities. The network offers services for university
students, graduates and employers, as well as for the universities themselves.
The Aarresaari network actively monitors the employment of academic
graduates. The data collected in career monitoring surveys is primarily utilised
in quality assurance, teaching development and student counselling by the
universities. Questionnaires target Master's and Bachelor's degree graduates
(Master's degree career monitoring) who have completed their studies approximately five years earlier, as well as doctoral degree graduates who have completed their studies 2–3 years earlier. Nationwide career monitoring surveys
are implemented as a collaboration project of the universities. Aarresaari data
is collected from Finnish tertiary education, as depicted in Figure 7

Figure7FinnishtertiaryeducationsystemandAarresaaridatausedinthisthesis.ThenumberspreͲ
sentedareyearsinwhichoneshouldcompleteone’sstudies.

Career monitoring data has been collected for approximately 10 years and
almost all universities in Finland have participated in it. Regular data collection enables the monitoring of changes that have occurred in education and
labour markets. The data collected will be primarily utilized in quality assurance, teaching planning and development by the universities, as well as in student counselling. Studies have been conducted based on the materials and
they have provided varied knowledge to the educational policy debate. Career
monitoring survey data is also utilized in the töissä.fi web service (Career
monitoring, 2015).
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The questionnaire used in this study (APPENDIX E) included 38 questions,
which consisted of multiple choice, Likert-scale and short, open questions. The
questionnaire was divided into five sections: education and work history, situation at the time of graduation, first job after graduation, current situation,
and the significance of university education. The long traditions, co-operation
and prestige of work act as a guarantee of the quality of questionnaire. However, I would generalize my part of study only in other technical universities: For
my research I calculated basic figures based on Aarresaari -data and the statistics of female graduates and students in our university.
The survey was sent by mail to graduates of the class of 2005, and an internet form was also provided as an alternative. 1,017 students graduated in our
technical university in 2005. The questionnaire was sent to 989 participants,
521 answered with a response rate of 51.3%. Female engineers’ response rate
was higher (58.3%) than their male-peers (48.7%). However, since the response rate is somewhat modest, the sample is biased in favour of those who
are active in answering questionnaires. Hence, the results are approximate.
I calculated basic figures based on Aarresaari -data and the statistics of female graduates and students in our university. Based on this analysis I present
in my paper the vertical career development from a gendered point-of-view,
for example the nature of work agreement, position at work and family leaves.
I also represent the salary gap between female and male engineers after five
years of work. Outside the research paper, I investigated the salaries in more
detail.
As a result of investigating engineers’ career development, I conclude that
engineers are, on average, satisfied with their career: they find their job interesting and it offers them multiple career possibilities. However, when looking
at the figures closer, we find differences that start from the beginning: at the
time of graduation, 85% of male and 82% of female engineers were employed.
The first position was permanent for 67% of male and 57% of female engineers. During the five years after graduation, 12% of male engineers and 23%
of female engineers had been unemployed.
On the other hand, 45% of female and 28% of male engineers had been on
family leave during the first five years of their careers. However, in Finland we
have a parental leave model that allows fathers to have up to two months off
from work. More descriptive results were got when comparing the length of
these absences, as follows: 69% of female engineers were absent from work for
more than a year, whereas 5% of their male peers had more than one year of
parental leave.
Family leave is one interpretative factor in women’s worse career development (substantially less women in manager positions), but it does not explain
the notable difference in salaries: five years after graduation, male engineers’
monthly gross salary (regular allowances, tax value of benefits in kind and
overtime pay included), was €4,273, while female engineers’ salary (similarly
counted) was €3,784.
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4.6.4 More details of the salaries

Outside our paper, I examined salary circumstances a further five years after
graduation. The salary development of each study programme is represented
in Error! Reference source not found.. Here the percentage of female
graduates is marked below each study programme. Abbreviations of study
programmes are represented in Table 4. When interpreting these figures, we
must keep in mind that women were more active in answering the questionnaire. Hence the actual percentages of females in study programmes are lower
than they appear in our figures.
In Figure 9 we represent the salary-gender ratio. This figure aims to give a
bigger picture of this phenomenon: we start with a study programme that is
mostly male dominated, Electronics Engineering (old version), and move
along to the most female-dominated programme, Information Networks. The
percentage of female respondents is multiplied by 1000 to create a visible
graphic. We used scatter diagrams to confirm that there was no correlation
between female percentages and certain study programmes of monthlyaverage salaries. This indicates that the difference of monthly salaries between
female and male respondents also takes place inside the field of work.
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Table4:Abbreviationsofstudyprogrammes

A

Architecture

AS

AutomationandSystemsTechnology

CE

CommunicationsEngineering

CEE

CivilandEnvironmentalEngineering

CHE

ChemicalTechnology

CS

ComputerScience

EE(n)

ElectronicsEngineering(new)

EE(o)

ElectricalEngineering(old)

FPT

ForestProductsTechnology

GEO

Geoinformatics

IE

IndustrialEngineeringandManagement

INF

InformationNetworks

ME

MechanicalEngineering

MSE

MaterialsScienceandEngineering

PH

Physics

REIF

RealEstateEconomics
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Figure9:Proportionoffemalerespondentsinstudyfieldvsmonthlyaveragesalary.Thepercentage
offemalerespondentsismultipliedby50inordertoachievebetterreadability.


4.6.5

Paper VI: Managing the challenges – introducing the female minority in technical research society

4.6.5.1 DataCollection
A user survey for weme.fi, an internet community for women, was conducted
in 2005 by Johanna Leppävirta, Maria Hyytiäinen, Johanna Kukkanen and
Kirsti Keltikangas. The methods used in that project were theme interviews,
diary methods a focus group interview. Themes in interviews were work and
leisure. 24 theme interviews were conducted: 18 researchers and 6 entrepre
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neurs. Diary methods were used one week prior to the interview: in this case,
diary one describes the events and emotional states of the events during the
day. The diary was used as a basis for the interview.
Two focus group interviews took place: one for female research scientists and
another for female workers in technical fields.
Altogether, 45 women participated for user survey. Age and education variations are represented in Table 5.
Table5Ageandeducationvariationofstudyparticipants

n.o.participants

Age

Education

20-30 years
31-40 years
41-50 years
Student
M.Sc
Licentiate
Doctor

23 (52%)
13 (29%)
8 (18%)
5 (11%)
23 (51%)
8 (18%)
9 (20%)

Persons in this project were not allowed to do research, which was the reason
for my work. I used the interview transcriptions of 18 female researchers, diaries and one group interview for my study. The user survey was so extensive
that using material for research was quite straightforward. However, the user
survey was intended as a basis for an internet society to support women in
their work, career and family challenges: the interviews were biased to search
for women’s problems and survival strategies.
4.6.5.2 Research
This study is based on an extensive survey conducted in a three-year project
(2005-2007), WomEqual. WomEqual’s objectives were to support women’s
career development, especially in the field of technology; promote women’s
innovation activities and entrepreneurship; as well as to create and implement
a tool for women’s networking.
In my analysis, I mapped work and family circumstances of female research
scientists and scholarship graduate students. In the research, I used secondary
data: I got transcriptions of interviews of 18 female research scientists and one
eight-person focus group conversation. Additionally, I received their diaries.
The majority of researchers were early in their scientific career. I research the
data by means of content analysis.
The female research scientists experienced their work as interesting, versatile and multifunctional. They felt creative and independent and had fair possibilities to affect their work, schedules and the completion of their duties. Additionally, the constant learning and self-development processes were seen as
great advantages. Female research scientists with children considered their
balance between work and family life to be satisfactory to good.
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The most significant problems experienced by the examined female research
scientists were related to a lack of support and contacts, loneliness, isolation
from society and fixed-term employment. These problems were most substantial among beginners and were related to situations where women were never,
or at least rarely, involved in a gender-balance that was strictly male dominated.
Q: Do you get support for your work?
“I get no support. Our team works to further our project, but there is no
technical or social support. Sometimes I wonder if it pays to continue. …
However, I feel it is important to keep on working.” (Lisa, 29 years doctorate, children 9, 5, 3 years)
However, despite the above mentioned problems, many women working in
an uneven gender-balanced society (in favour of men) considered working in a
male dominated field as a positive aspect in their working circumstances.
Q: Is your work community male dominated? If it is, tell how it feels to work
with your male colleagues.
“Personally I find it easier to work with men than to work with women.
There is no doubt of that. In my hobby (X) I am around other women and the
communication is substantially more complicated. Men are more straightforward in their communication, easier, no-one will talk behind your back. …
Men, who have started to work same time in my team have a sauna-evening,
in which they haven’t invited me. I don’t know if I had the time to go there,
but.. in principle.. “ (Mary 28 years, no children)
The skill pallet for women in technical research society covers both technical
and soft skills. For example some told that independent initiative is an important skill (because the superior isn’t there or doesn’t care). Other skills
mentioned in interviews were self-directed working methods and discipline.
Q: What kind of skills your job requires?
“Analytical thinking, communication skills, courage, trust in oneself, imagination, self-discipline (because of the high rate of freedom in work).” (Helen
30 years, post-doc)
“Basic technical knowledge, managing skills and customer service. Lots of
communication skills. And definitely most important of all skills one has to be
capable for autonomous and disciplined work. And research methods are
important too. This is a million skills work.” (Stephenie 22, 1 child)
Many researchers depicted that the combination of teaching and researching
activities was an asset in their work. The teaching activities were seen invaria-
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ble as positive. Some women had experienced loneliness in their research
work.
Q: What are the best parts of your job?
“Research and teaching, as a combination. Nicest to see people learning
and having inspiration. Supervising master's theses is very motivating. In
research best is to be able to argument convincing and bring out the essential. Inspiration” (Annie 30)
To socialise one’s work many women had created solutions (for example, unofficial networks and peer groups) making them less vulnerable towards the
problems represented above. Something noteworthy was that two researchers
in the middle of their careers commonly had networked geographically, and
seemed to consider that solution as being easier than approaching colleagues
in the same unit. Most of the women that were researched emphasised the
importance of communication and interaction skills. These skills were actively
used when constructing research networks to survive on-field.
As much as 40% of females considered their academic career as only an intermediate phase in their working career. This is a very important phenomenon, and it fits very well into the concept of the shrinking pipeline (Camp,
1997). A concept of ‘real work’ (in Finnish ‘oikeat työt’) occurs in interviews,
meaning work outside of university:
Q: What do you expect from your future? (Family/work?)
“I kind of hope to get away from TKK one day. However, as long as my
children are young I am happy to work here. I am a bit terrified that when I
will search for ‘real work’, I might not find it in my subject field...” (Ann 22
years, 2 and 4-year-old children)

4.7 Summary
In this chapter I described my research and main findings. Research results
are represented according to each question.
RQ1: What are women’s paths to our university of technology?
In traditional engineering programmes with a strong majority of men (more
than 89% of students), the most common reason for engineering studies was
the possibility to apply traditional natural science into something concrete.
Other central points were the belief of our university’s better quality compared
to other universities and the better career prospects than in other fields.
In study programmes with a relatively high concentration of female students
(44-53% of students), many expressed an interest in using their engineering
education as a tool for future interdisciplinary work life. Women expressed
interest in socially-oriented studies, multidisciplinary studies and environmental and protection.
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RQ2: Can we help with the retainment of female students during their early
studies in a cost and admin-efficient way?
I represent two methods to support and retain female students’ studies in
higher engineering education:
Firstly, I present a simple group division for better study success: we should
divide our training groups into all-female, even-gender and all-male. In that
way women, who profit from student activation methods and a good atmosphere in class, can accomplish more assignments during exercises. However, it
is predictable that female students will not go for all-female exercises, so a
more realistic division would be fifty-fifty and all-male.
Secondly, I introduce a small course of literature. In this course, students
learned literature in dialogic learning models. The teacher in this course was
an author outside our university, working on an hourly basis. This easilyorganised course developed certain skills, such as communication methods
and innovative thinking. Besides this, the course acted as motivation for more
traditional engineering studies. The percentage of women in this course was
notably higher than in the overall department.
RQ3: What are the early career prospects of female engineers that graduate
from our university?
However bright young women see their career in technical fields, it has to be
noted that their early career aspects are not as good as their male peers. The
research of public career monitoring data in TKK reveals that, at the time of
graduation, a higher percentage of men had permanent positions in comparison to women. During early years, men have less unemployment periods than
their female peers. And, five years after graduating, men’s salary is €478 higher than their female peers. However, one decisive factor for the pay differences
is the family leave, which women take substantially more of than their male
peers.
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5. Discussion

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, I further explore my findings and share insights on the fields
of my research questions. I propose improvements to the existing student application process, as well as the application of more female-friendly teaching
methods.
Firstly, I talk about student recruitment: a most cost efficient recruitment
policy for women are those directed to upper-secondary school students who
have already chosen STEM courses. For this kind of activity we should further
study the reasons for women not applying to study engineering. (This would be
a reverse angle for my study in this thesis.)
Secondly, I talk about reaching out to the masses. We can use different
methods to reach out for the girls: a popular method is to use internet and social media. The downside of these is that gaining publicity is a very difficult
and unpredictable task. Our other possibility is co-operation: with our school
student recruitment unit, with study advisors and with STEM teachers.
Thirdly, I talk about women-friendly education, for example interdisciplinary studies, soft skills, collaborative working methods and education, all of
which help to raise women’s technical self-esteem. Despite the term womenfriendly, this education profits both sexes. It is also very advisable in the way of
preparing students for futures in the engineering work field.
Lastly, I briefly talk about women’s early career path and support. Many
women are very satisfied with their work career. However, their career expectations are lower than their male peers. Commonly, women have more family
responsibilities than their male peers. Flexibility and possibilities of remote
work are advantages of a vacancy.

5.2
5.2.1

Recruitment
The Women Who Choose Different

I examined reasons for women entering engineering education in papers I
and II. I found similarities (support of family or acquaintance) and differences
between programmes that had a low concentration of women (interests in ap
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plied mathematics) and a high concentration of women (emphasise humane
and societal values).
To be an eligible candidate for engineering studies, a woman has to master
STEM subjects in upper-secondary school. However, many women choose
differently in the critical final years: for an efficient recruiting process, we
should concentrate on those women who master STEM subjects, but still
choose differently: the women who take extra mathematics and physics classes
in upper-secondary school, but choose university study fields other than engineering. They have clearly beaten the basic obstacles like the system pushing
them to other directions (Hill;Corbett;& St Rose, 2010)a shortage of support in
STEM classes (Seymour, 1995), stereotype threat (Spencer;Steele;& Quinn,
1999) – and most importantly, their own beliefs of not be able to perform well
in mathematics (Brown & Josephs, 1999).
These women have proved their capabilities in STEM, but they do not apply
for technical universities, but other fields. We could assume that our most significant competitors are both the School of Medicine and STEM teacher education: medicine answers to women’s altruistic aims of healing people, while
education to the raising of children; both professions are considered more social than the old-fashioned image of engineering (Sagebiel & Dahmen, 2006). I
represented how women emphasised humane and societal values in their
study place selection process in paper II. A group of women also found these
values in higher engineering education. Earlier study in CS field depicts us to
ensure the content of recruitment events goes beyond ‘‘interesting and fun’’ to
showing girls that IT career choices can help them make a difference in the
lives of others (Cohoon & Aspray, 2006). This would appeal to women’s altruistic goals (healing patients, nature or the world). We could study this behaviour closer and develop our recruiting materials further.
The entrance examination for the School of Medicine contains areas of physics, chemistry and biology. It has similarities to the higher engineering education entrance examination, which – in most study programmes - includes
mathematics, physics or chemistry. The learning strategies for both medicine
and engineering are the same in upper-secondary school: wide-ranging STEM
subjects.
Other interesting and competitive study fields are STEM faculties in University of Helsinki (UH). In my study, students wrote that they had applied for
both University of Helsinki and TKK, but chose TKK. It would be interesting to
research whether the UH freshers had applied for our school as well, but choose differently.
To study these phenomena closer we should look to upper-secondary schools
and interview girls about their future plans. However, to get valid results, we
have to answer to the challenge of diversity of both content and teaching in
upper-secondary schools. When I went through the material for papers I and
II, I found out that the background of students was very diverse. The four most
common arrival qualifications directions were:
– Basic Finnish upper-secondary school.
– STEM oriented Finnish upper-secondary school.
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– International Baccalaureate in Finnish upper-secondary school.
– Upper-secondary school abroad.
In light of previous research, I recommend a study in the form of student interviews in either basic Finnish upper-secondary schools or STEM-oriented
Finnish upper-secondary schools. We should discuss with the girls about their
future plans: schools and profession. Based on these interviews, we could
make suggestions into the recruiting material of our Aalto Technical Schools15
(formerly TKK).
5.2.2

Achieving Effectiveness

The most significant problem in recruiting girls within engineering is to
reach target groups and provide them with material that breaks prejudices and
misbeliefs. Perhaps our most challenging problem is that a large amount of
schoolchildren, teachers and parents ‘know’ that reading is for girls and mathematics for boys, which is not true (Finland's Ministry of Education and
Culture, 2015). This is a very important phenomenon since the latest results in
PISA evaluations (2013) show that girls slightly outperform boys in mathematics (OECD, 2015). Women suffer from a belief that they are not good in mathematics (Spencer;Steele;& Quinn, 1999). This is a vicious circle, since if girls
don’t believe in their capabilities, they subsequently perform worse and choose
very few STEM subjects when it is possible to choose otherwise.
To fight against that tendency, we have to create and deliver a positive image
of engineering that appeal to our target groups. The image can vary between
groups, but it has to have an influence. As I will later represent, the ‘cool’ content is not enough if it doesn’t reach the audience. Since the dimension of a
typical gender project in technical universities is very limited, we need cooperation with other parties. Our most significant challenge is mainstreaming:
it is easy to concentrate on high-quality content, while leaving the mainstreaming strategies in the background. As I will represent later on, the cool
content is not enough and social media is a difficult and unpredictable tool.
Co-operation is vital for our work success. A gender project is such a small
unit that we should co-operate closely with other parties. Instead of trying to
reach each party ourselves, we should form indirect-influence chains. In recruiting, the closest operator is admission services personnel in TKK, which
have channels to influence other parties in the field. The big advantage is that
admission services are ‘female-friendly’: the illustration of their material represents an even amount of female and male students/engineers in their work.
In Figure 10, the number of each partner in our recruitment pool is represented. As we can see, the number of girls who we want to affect is counted in
tens and hundreds of thousands, whereas mathematics teachers in thousands
and study counsellors in hundreds. If we can establish a functional chain, each
party can be reached inside their comfort zone. Important in this figure is the
indirect influence chain:


15

School of Chemical Technology, School of Electrical Engineering, School of Engineering, School of Science
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Figure10:Numberofpartiesinrecruitmentpool:sincetheamountofgirlsisgreat,weneedtohave
strategiesforbothviaIndirectanddirectinfluencingchannels.

An effective way to influence children is to create a CS exercise, or a series of
exercises that creates a positive image of STEM and careers in the technology
industry. Even if school children don’t officially have information technology
as a school subject, it is incorporated in subjects like languages and mathematics. We could offer our series of exercises either via
We could offer a series of interesting exercises that are “cool” enough to attract young women in graphical environment. For example Microsoft Research
has been developing a Kodu coding environment for school children: Kodu is a
visual programming language made specifically for creating games. It is designed to be accessible for children and enjoyable for anyone. You can program
in Kodu either via an Xbox console or mouse and keyboard (Microsoft, 2015).
Here we could make use of the indirect chain of influence. Important in this
chain is that teachers should be given a small, easily executable package, which
doesn’t significantly raise their workload: it is much easier to give a readymade exercise for children’s CS lessons than read material of gender-equality
teaching practices and develop one’s own course of action. Our key words are
‘small steps, small loads for teachers’.
Our most significant focus must be on lower-secondary schools: to reassure
girls that choosing STEM subjects in upper-secondary school is profitable.
This is a very tricky question, since earlier research (OECD, 2015) depicts that
girls suffer from a very severe lack of self-confidence in this field. To compete
with this we could create a IT club in which IT is represented as ‘cool’. We
would create hands-on material for teachers and make this IT club to be ‘girls
only’. It is very important to keep the club ‘girls’ only’ because earlier research
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depicts that boys are more aggressive learners in IT and thus they have usually
better pre-knowledge on subject, they easily occupy both teacher and equipment (Cohoon & Aspray, 2006).
For both genders, exhibition visits are advisable. However, they require either an active student, teacher or study advisor. Yet again we should use the
indirect chain of influence: such as other channels, which are aimed at a
smaller proportion of lower-secondary schoolgirls’ CS clubs and study visits.
This latter way has a weakness: if a girl should visit an exhibition herself, she
is already interested in technology. To use the indirect chain of influence,
us/the admission services should activate study advisors and pass this onto the
STEM teacher. The STEM teacher’s contribution is the most important factor
in this chain.
When we are talking about the indirect chain of influence in uppersecondary schools, we must talk about the age structure of personnel: uppersecondary school teaching personnel are older than their peers in primary and
lower-secondary schools. 41% of upper-secondary schoolteachers and principals are over 50 (Kumpulainen, 2014). We must proceed with open eyes, but
we must be prepared that there might be age-related challenges, for example
prejudices, resistance to change and old misbeliefs.
Traditionally, one milestone in lower-secondary school was to encourage
girls to choose STEM subjects in upper-secondary school. However, it is still
possible to correct one’s choice in both directions: towards more or less STEM
courses. This is why all classes have a strong influence. Besides, my research
(papers I and II) depicts that the majority of girls applying to the Technical
Schools of Aalto University16 decide their study field one or two years before
their matriculation examinations.
5.2.3

Direct Influence – Examples from Our Projects

Direct influence is often problematic due to the low number of project people
in universities. However a small project can still achieve big publicity. (Web
2.0 technologies enable anyone to be a content provider). However, gaining
publicity is a very difficult and unpredictable task. In our projects
(Paloheimo;Putila;& Simpanen, 2010), the basic websites were created by professionals who specialised in creating content. Besides basic websites, there
were two self-contained units:
Tina’s survival guide (to technical studies): the idea behind this guide was to
answer questions related to studies in TKK. This was a relatively small website;
it was made in co-operation with M. Sc. Tech, electronics students and a usability student. The content provider, Nicefactory Oy, created the site’s appearance and illustrations. This was a small, cute site. However, to get publicity it
should have been strictly linked to the faculty and university website, or had
an active information campaign.
DinaNet: a network mentoring service targeted at lower-secondary and upper-secondary schoolgirls interested in technology. DinaNet was wider than


16

Former Helsinki University of Technology
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the survival guide, and it contained cool functions such as career stories and
blogs, problem-solving columns and so on. The idea was that both female students and alumnae would provide content for the site. However, the number
of yearly visitors was calculated to be in the thousands, which was not found to
be satisfactory and, after a few years, the site was shut down. Yet again we realise that social media is unpredictable.
In our projects (Paloheimo;Putila;& Simpanen, 2010), the last project’s main
task was to spread the word in a traditional way: two very good leaflets were
made and shared out to academies. What their relevance was is hard to tell.

5.3

Teaching to Attract Women

The one crucial result in my research was that engineers raise engineers. As
stated in papers I and II, the most significant factor for a girl in choosing engineering was the support of her family (engineers), and, even more so, her
mother. While children commonly have motivation problems towards STEM
subjects, students with family backgrounds in STEM are the ones most likely
to make their way through STEM studies into upper-secondary school and
apply for an engineering education. These women are the ones ‘we already
have’: they don’t need extra recruiting efforts or materials. However, this is a
small population, and our challenge is to reach a larger pool.
We aim for women who are talented in STEM subjects, but have decided to
pursue something else. As examined in paper II, women are eager to form social connections: the key words for fields of study with a high concentration of
women are socially-oriented studies, multidisciplinary studies and environmental influencing and protection. This is in accordance with the earlier research (Seymour, 1995) that determines women are more altruistic than men
in their career goals, and are more likely to switch studies to something that
provides a more humanitarian or personally satisfying sense of work.
One very successful study programme, Information Networks, includes a lot
of socially-oriented teaching. It has been stated in recruiting materials that the
program is both interdisciplinary and socially oriented. The women perform
well during studies and their early working career, and the monthly salary five
years after graduation is the second best in TKK (paper V).
The other popular study programme, Bioinformatics, is more interesting: Bioinformatics is promoted as interdisciplinary and close to medicine – and it is.
However, this program is technically very challenging and some studies are
conducted with a traditional model of elimination pedagogy. Here we cannot
underestimate the power of image: since women know that they are studying
something close to medicine, they approach their studies with better selfesteem and, in turn, perform well. According to the study administration in
the Aalto University School of Electronics, the study success in Bioinformatics
is substantially better than its sibling study programs: Electronics and Electrical Engineering, and Communications Engineering. However, the problem
with the Bioinformatics degree programme is a high percentage of study dis-
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continuance: since the programme is often the second choice, after medical
school, many students will apply again after their first or second year, and – if
accepted – discontinue studies in our study programme.
During studies we must influence female students in supporting acts with a
low profile: many male and female students and faculty members in the field
have a strong resistance towards supporting acts for females. This is a continuum of the schooling system, from kindergarten to primary, secondary and
upper-secondary schools, where both teachers and schoolchildren ‘know’ that
boys are better in STEM subjects – period. This misunderstanding culminates
in the PISA17 assessment program: even if girls are a little superior when compared to boys, they suffer from very low self-esteem towards their capabilities
in natural sciences (Finland's Ministry of Education and Culture, 2015).
Earlier research (Wolfe & Powell, 2009) depicts that female engineering professionals are more androgynous than their peers in economics and nursing.
These women easily ‘try hard to be one of the boys’. This is one reason why
they are subsequently adverse to possible ‘women-friendly’ arrangements in
fear of missing something important. This is a complicated arrangement, since
without some guidance women are likely to be the only ones in their exercise
groups in the most male-dominated study programmes. This is a difficult situation: as represented in paper III, a lonely woman will easily be isolated from
the rest of the group. She will have less peer support and will suffer from it
more than her male peers.
As stated in paper III, women do benefit from some arrangements in these
courses: women outperform themselves in comfortable environments, whereas
men excel in competitive environments, hence they profit from elimination
pedagogy. A comfortable environment would either be an even or female-only
exercise group. In the mentioned groups, female students spontaneously use
student-centred and teamwork methods – and fare well. On the other hand,
when there is only one woman in an otherwise all-male group, women perform
below their average. Male students’ performance was approximately even, regardless of the gender distribution of the groups. To gain the optimal study
success for female students, we should use these small (women-) friendly actions. Even if we work in the way of elimination pedagogy (lectures, exercises
and examinations), we can help women in small adjustments: if we design the
classes and timetables in a way that women are collected together in exercise
groups in an all-women or even-gendered way, female students will feel comfortable and their performances would improve. Even-gendered groups might
be the most appropriate of these options. However, we must keep in mind that
many women do not want to work in female-only groups.
In the ideal situation, we would develop women-friendly education with university teachers and lecturers. However, this would most probably prove unsuccessful due to a lack of interest and loss of time from all parties. On a
smaller scale, we can offer female-friendly education via arranging courses to
support female students in their studies. As in our experience, the support for

17

Program for International Student Assessment
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conducting studies can be small if it is allocated wisely. We used three18 ‘outside-faculty’ courses for students: a course of practical electronics, a course of
teamwork and a course of literature (paper IV) (Paloheimo;Putila;&
Simpanen, 2010). While the electronics course was female-only, the literature
course was for both genders and the gender distribution was roughly fifty-fifty
during the years.
The female-only electronics course was intended to narrow the gap between
female and male students’ technical know-how. (Paper I: Men had more technical prior knowledge than their female peers.) The course got very good feedback from attendees. Students were under the impression that they learned a
lot about electronics. However, the course was so narrow (six sessions) that it
could not have been a very deep review of electronics. The more important
outcome of the course was the increase in women’s self-esteem. Course topics
are listed below:
Ͳ Information lecture
Ͳ Household electricity work
Ͳ Simulation and circuitry
Ͳ Measurement and soldering
Ͳ Finishing the circuit
Ͳ Connecting a computer to the local area network
Students worked in pairs, however both created an individual circuit. The
funding was project-based and teachers came from different laboratories. The
course fell into administrative (there was not a single laboratory to take responsibility for this course) and monetary problems (project-based funding).
To create a successful course, we should have a constant funding and a responsible teacher/unit.
The above proves that we can affect students’ self-esteem via a technical
course. The same idea is repeated in our literature course: besides learning
literature, students met people, interacted and shared ideas, got peer support
and so on. The course provided students with female-friendly teaching models
and better female-to-male ratios when compared with other courses in the
electronics and communications engineering study programs.
It is very important for many reasons, from personal perspectives to national
economy, to find the means to support women both in their studies and working life. As researched, women and men excel themselves in different situation: for women, the good climate is a key factor whereas men outperform
themselves in competition. As the 21st century engineering education reform
aims towards more student-centred methods and constructivism, will female
students have it any easier?
5.3.1

Supportive Education

Earlier research (Brainard & Carlin, 1998) (Cuny & Aspray, 2002) (Sagebiel
& Dahmen, 2006) depicts that women discontinue their studies most often in

We had a third course, which taught teamwork skills, but this course wasn’t successful and it was signed off after one test round.
18
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the first or second study years. This is often because of both poor teaching and
poor climate: unlike their male peers, women blame themselves if the teaching
is of a poor quality. This is regrettable, as the women who quit are usually average or above average in their study success (Seymour, 1995).
The change from traditional teacher-centred education methods to studentcentred learning strategies is a process that is beneficial for female students
because many of them are socially active and interdisciplinary oriented (Papers I and II) and profit from teamwork (Papers III and IV). Traditionally, the
first two years of teaching is often regrettable because of its teacher-centred
nature. Additionally, the old system unintentionally pushes students to work
alone for fear of being accused of plagiarism.
In recent years, in our technical schools of Aalto University, the teaching
personnel in mathematics and physics have created more co-operative learning methods, such as interactive exercises and peer review. The basic working
method is that a course has both interactive exercises (students calculate and
assistants assist) and traditional exercises (students calculate at home, assistants choose a student to represent one’s solution). However, the teaching varies greatly from course to course.
Perhaps the form of traditional support method that gains the most publicity
is tutoring. The idea is that tutoring will encourage students to get through
their first two years of teacher-centred elimination pedagogy. A tutor can play
a very central role in improving female students’ technical self-esteem. However, there is a risk within the tutoring system that might cause students to not
realise its meaning and importance, since students do not get credits from participating in tutor meetings.
In paper III, I represent group-arrangement methods to support women’s
studies: we divide exercise groups into female-only, fifty-fifty and male-only.
When groups are divided by gender, women use their natural facilities of informal teamwork and pair work: the group division enabled women to work at
Belenky’s levels of (Belenky, Women's ways of knowing: The development of
self, voice, and mind, 1986) four and five: they internalise information from
multiple sources and share their knowledge with authorities.
Also, as represented in section 5.3.1, a soft skill course can be a supportive
activity in the middle of traditional, teacher-centred technical studies. Soft
skill courses are often social and interdisciplinary: both characteristics that
women value, are interested in and good at (paper I, II, III, IV). Since they are
courses and not external support actions, they do not provoke criticism compared to many other supporting methods for women.
5.3.2

Teaching Soft Skills

Traditionally, higher engineering education has concentrated on technical
skills. However, the rising complexity of projects and the rapid changes in
technology require so-called soft skills19 (Schultz, 2008). Since the information

The term ‘soft skills’ illustrates the character traits and interpersonal skills that

19

characterise a person's relationships with other people. In the workplace, soft skills are
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systems become more and more complex, skills like communication, teamwork, negotiation and management become crucial for software project success.
The personnel of a typical technological project consist of many other experts
and engineers. Figure 2 on page 25 illustrates rates the structure of programming project personnel. To master projects these days, engineers need soft
skills and other supporting skills to work in interdisciplinary teams and to narrow the gap between practitioners and their clientele (Chubin;May;& Babco,
2005). As depicted in Paper II, this is all good news for women, who value interdisciplinary and socially-oriented studies.
In conventional teaching we can divide higher engineering studies into soft
skills (communication, teamwork, languages, human relations skills, etc.) and
hard skills (STEM). In paper IV, I represent an example of teaching soft skills
in the form of a separate course. This is a good way to get your own ideas into
action: a separate small-scale course is lightweight and agile. Also, when in
need of a teacher outside our own university, it is easy to employ one on an
hourly wage.
Dividing students into interdisciplinary teams and giving them a wideranging task is not enough: teamwork and soft skills are complicated kinds of
expertise that need to be supervised and taught by professionals. To create
truly functional team projects is hard work and requires breaking prejudices
from both students’ and study personnel’s point-of-view. Soft skills are crucial
in engineering fields and they must be taught as part of an engineering curriculum, both in separate courses and built-in technical courses. However,
teaching built-in soft skills is very demanding for both personnel and students,
and it does not appear to be taking place within our university in the near future. Perhaps the most significant obstacle for large-scale interdisciplinary
projects is that both students and faculty members have other engagements at
the same time and are not willing to commit to the course in its full extent.
Outside large-scale arrangements, we can continue to teach soft skills and interdisciplinary skills in relatively small-scale and cost-efficient, separate
courses. However, as stated in Paper IV the communication and advertising of
such an experimental course can be a challenge. (The same problem occurs in
the technical courses of changing content).

5.3.3

Teaching the Girls: Geek is Chic!

TiNA projects (Paloheimo;Putila;& Simpanen, 2010) in TKK worked to improve girls’ self-esteem and interest regarding technology: projects arranged
study visits to the Department of Electronics and Communications Engineer
considered a complement to hard skills, which refer to a person's knowledge and occupational skills. Sociologists may use the term soft skills to describe a person's "EQ"
or "Emotional Intelligence Quotient" (as opposed to "IQ").
http://www.investopedia.com/
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ing. These study visits were for girls only. (That way we avoided the phenomenon where boys do and girls wait). During study visits girls did some easy electronics exercises. Among them were, for example, those classics like ‘how to
light a light-emitting diode with a potato’, and ‘how to make a magnet out of a
nail’. Besides the hands-on exercises, the students got a laboratory visit in
some of our units. The girls who attended were quite pleased with the package
(Paloheimo;Putila;& Simpanen, 2010).
Today, the facilities of student visits are good, as in recent years an exclusive
STEM laboratory (LUMA Centre at Aalto University, 2015) has been built to
serve upper-secondary school students. The LUMA centre is equipped with
many kinds of machinery for science and technology learning. It has many
tools for hands-on exercises in electronics, biology and chemistry. At the moment there are no girls-only activities.
A current science education and taster event for young children in Finland is
‘koodikoulu’ (code school), which started in the beginning of 2014 and is an
event where children and adults code together with some easy programming
(Reaktor, 2014). The events are aimed at 4-9 year-old children and their parents, and last two hours each. This has been a very popular operation model
and the events have been filled soon after being announced. Another science
event for children is Mehackit (http://mehackit.org/), in which children do
cool stuff in the areas of programming and electronics.
TiNA-projects’ operation models aim to remove girls’ negative preconceptions of technology and engineering. The koodikoulu and mehackit rely on
active parents who already encourage their children to interact with technology. We aim to tackle those with less support from their family:
Looking to provide nice events to girls, TiNA-projects arranged an experiment for our ‘all-girls’ compute science (CS) clubs that was arranged for primary school sixth-grade to lower-secondary school ninth-grade girls. The operations model was to get together a few times and do some hands-on exercises on the fields of CS and information technology (IT). This was a very successful course of action: the courses filled up quickly and girls were satisfied with
the teaching.
A crucial point in our courses was that while the participating schools also
had their own voluntary computer classes, there were no girls that were currently involved in those classes. Our ‘girls-only’ CS club is a working model
that deserves mainstreaming: we could chop and change our teaching and
spread it into four sessions. This would be profitable for girls, since the activities could be right after the school day, within the school accommodation. In
the long run, the older girls could co-teach the younger ones and we could
bring about a permanent arrangement. Below are four principles for a successful club:
Ͳ The course load has to be minimal.
Ͳ We need to engage at least one adult from the education institute for
administrative issues.
Ͳ There has to be a person in charge from a higher engineering education
unit.
Ͳ A summer trainee should be available to update the materials yearly.
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5.3.4

A Few Words of Interdisciplinary Teamwork

To truly succeed in the mission of overcoming segregation we must be willing to co-operate between disciplines and boundaries. Overcoming segregation
does not have to be the aim in our working models, but it is more of a result of
high-grade teamwork methods in complicated projects. We no longer have
technology just for the sake of technology, but we use technical advancements
to serve the society – and people. In that way we always have at least two dimensions to our work: technology and human. We are talking about human/machine interaction. Our customers are no longer interested in assimilating technology, but they demand technology to adjust to their needs.
It is a necessity to have interdisciplinary teams to also accomplish desired results in technical fields. One step towards wider studies and collaboration
across boundaries was the creation of Aalto University in 2010, which merged
three existing Finnish universities: the Helsinki School of Economics, Helsinki
University of Technology and University of Art and Design Helsinki. Aalto is
aiming towards student-centred and interdisciplinary learning methods.
According to this mental structure we have two goals: to persuade women into pursuing technical fields, and to create multicultural teamwork methods
where women – and men – from other fields can also participate in an equal
way. The thread in future engineers’ working life is to understand that they are
part of a bigger ensemble, where, for example, programming is one task. No
more or less important than the other parts (see Figure 2 Example of programming project governance). We have to appreciate other fields than our
own.
Women have many characteristics suitable for working in interdisciplinary
teams. Women are less aggressive than their male peers, which makes them
better team players. They are also not afraid of asking questions, which is a
very good feature in working life. However, the case is not this simple: since
women are indicators of workplace climate, they can excel themselves, do average or go below their natural level, depending on their feelings of comfort
and respect. Hiring a female employer is a tricky question. How shall we create
a confidential environment, where everyone feels comfortable and respected?
This would, of course, be beneficial for both genders. On the other hand, the
very same qualification that makes women good team players creates obstacles
in competitive situations.

5.4

Getting Ready for Career

The nature of female engineers’ career paths means a permanent reaffirming
of one’s expertise at all levels (Kray;Galinsky;& Thompson, 2002) (Eagly &
Carli , 2003). Women usually negotiate lower starting salaries than their male
peers, and the gap easily grows (Stevens;Bavetta;& Kahn, 1993). When it
comes to negotiations during entire careers, women might even be the better
negotiators, since they are capable of asking questions and avoiding unnecessary risk taking (Bass & Avolio, 1994) (Byrnes;Miller;& Schafer, 1999) (Croson
& Gneezy, 2009). However, in technical fields, masculinity and a competitive
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attitude are easily overvalued and risk-taking is considered as a favourable
attribute of masculine psychology (Byrnes;Miller;& Schafer, 1999) (Eagly &
Carli , 2003). Many men do enjoy the competition (Gneezy;Niederle;&
Rustichini, 2003) and risk-taking, whereas women benefit from a workplace’s
good atmosphere. These trends are not always the case, however, as women
can also be competitive and men can benefit from an enjoyable work climate.
Salary is one indicator of women’s early career paths. I introduce other
measures of women’s early careers in paper V:
Ͳ At the time of graduation, more men than women were employed.
Ͳ At the time of graduation, more men had permanent jobs than women.
Ͳ During the first five years, more women than men had an unemployment period.
Ͳ During the first five years women had taken significantly more and
longer family leaves than their male peers.
Ͳ During the first years, men achieve more managerial positions than
their female peers.
For women, the early career path is a rocky road. However, we can help to alleviate this by, for example, career coaching and mentor programmes. For
young engineers it is important to understand two important issues of modern
engineering work. Firstly, the working career is not a sprint, but lasts for decades. Secondly, work means constant learning (both technical and soft skills).
Another important aspect is the satisfaction gained from one’s work. As stated in papers V and VI, women in general are satisfied with their work: they
describe their job as interesting, creative and independent. They see their career prospects as good. However, a significant finding in paper VI is that many
female graduate students do not plan on having a career in the academic field,
but consider that an intermediate phase of their working life: they direct their
energies away from the academic world, where they hope they can utilise their
full potential and receive appreciation for their efforts. This is part of the
shrinking pipeline phenomenon (Camp, 1997): the percentage of women diminishes during each hierarchical step in the academic world. Earlier research
(Rees, 2001) aims to fight this phenomenon with a three-step strategy:
Ͳ Equal treatment.
Ͳ Career guidance, counselling and childcare facilities with familyfriendly hours.
Ͳ Mainstreaming.
5.4.1

Family and Work

Since women have the burden of baby and household taxes (Blau & Kahn,
2000) (Coltrane, 2000) (Gürer & Camp, 2002) (Eagly & Carli , 2003), it is
stated in earlier research that to entice women into engineering we should
make sure that the work can be done within a reasonable amount of hours.
Flexible working hours are also considered as an asset (Hewlett & Luce, 2005).
However, when climbing up career ladders the work becomes more and more
demanding. At some point one has to do the maths: more working hours or
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less aggressive career development? Since women traditionally have more
responsibilities at home, they can easily take a step back.
As stated in my paper V women have more family leaves during first five
work years (45% of female and 28% of male engineers had been on family
leave). This difference is not alarming. However, we get more descriptive results when comparing the length of these absences, as follows: 69% of female
engineers were absent from work for more than a year, whereas 5% of their
male peers had more than one year of parental leave.
One important way of supporting women’s career is to create intervention
programs to support one’s returning work after a longer absence, familyrelated or other. Earlier research Panteli, N. (2012) present an intervention
project, Equalitec, which was to assist women returners in IT: to define, align
and adjust their attitudes, aptitudes and aspirations making them wellequipped to enter the labour force. - And feel comfortable and welcome.

5.5

Prejudices

All the way from kindergarten to university studies, girls and women have an
illusion of boy/men superiority. This has roots deep within our society. (Women have always been the “weaker sex”). Women form clear majorities in fields
that have low career prospects, compared to engineering, which promises (at
least in our minds) a successful career.
For example, school teachers form a female-dominated group without special career expectations. The life is quite secure and riskless – and since they
have chosen the riskless path, they might transfer their own fears and prejudices to the girls: this could be the basis for school personnel to ‘raise’ girls
into ‘female professions’, and boys to technology and engineering.
One obstacle in women’s studies is the resilient belief of men’s superiority.
For example in CS, where the challenges in the first two years vary greatly depending on one’s preliminary talents in programming. The beginning is hard if
one has no pre-programming skills, but the personnel assure students that in
the two years it is possible to catch up with those that have a programming
background. This is a classic example of a situation where women can easily
think that their male peers have some special talent that they do not have, and
that is why women will never learn to program – at least not as well as men.
Women tend to ignore or forget about the amount of work their male peers
have had to put into learning programming.
Women think somewhat similarly towards deficiencies in engineering education: during studies in higher engineering education, the educational methods
vary a great deal. For example, we have the traditional lecture and exercise
teaching, projects, practical work and so on. Since teaching staff doesn’t have a
uniform pedagogical training, the level of teaching varies from course to
course. When the quality is poor, women and men react differently: men find
the teaching poor, whereas women accuse themselves of not understanding
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the teaching. This could be one reason why women with average or aboveaverage study success interrupt their studies (Seymour, 1995).

5.6

Summary

This chapter presented wider perspective on my research. What is the larger
scale environment of my research? How does the environment affect women in
higher engineering education? Can we conduct actions based on my research?
In this chapter I discuss possibilities in recruiting, teaching and career training
based on my research.
I presented different angles of recruitment processes, for example recruiting
young women from upper-secondary school STEM classes or reaching primary
and secondary school girls via their study advisers and STEM teachers. I also
present recruitment via internet and social media, but with the warning that
the conversion rates in those media is unpredictable.
I also talked about higher engineering education being profitable for women.
This education also serves male students well. Women-friendly education can
contain, for example, interdisciplinary studies, soft skills and collaborative
learning methods.
I described a few aspects of female engineers’ early career, like satisfaction
on one’s career and some basic gender differences in engineers’ early career.
Lastly I discuss common prejudices and obstacles in women’s path from day
care to an engineering career.
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6. Conclusions

6.1

Introduction

My thesis has presented new findings regarding women in higher engineering education. My research was based on the fact that women are strongly underrepresented in most of the engineering programmes, both in Helsinki University of Technology and around the world. I also briefly present gender statistics from my university after my work (2011-2014). The proportion of women has not risen.

6.2

Conclusions

In this research, I had three research questions:
RQ1: What are women’s paths to our university of technology?
I discovered connective categories for freshers’ reasons for choosing engineering as a study field. For future recruitment I emphasise the following guidelines.
Women are interested in interdisciplinary studies. While a certain proportion of female applicants chose to study in TKK because of their interest in
applied mathematics, the majority expressed an interest in using their engineering education as a guarantee for their future interdisciplinary working life.
Women favour social studies and human values.
A step towards an interdisciplinary direction has been taken in the creation
of Aalto University: it was created by a merger of the Helsinki School of Economics, Helsinki University of Technology and the University of Art and Design Helsinki in 2010. This has two clear advantages: it can broaden a student’s studies in the directions outside of traditional technology education,
while on the other hand it can broaden work in interdisciplinary teams during
studies. However, it is yet to be seen if this works. There have been teething
problems during the process of taking courses outside of one’s own school.
RQ2: Can we help with the retainment of female students during their early
studies in a cost and admin-efficient way?
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I discovered means to support women during studies. Most important was a
dialogue between personnel and other students. If we have the means to arrange our course’s exercise groups in the form of female-only, fifty-fifty or
male-only groups, we should do so: women benefit from a good climate and
group work. If we cannot influence courses’ teaching methods, we can at least
support female students outside compulsory education.
In this thesis I present a course of literature to help women to succeed in
their studies.
Course of literature: to keep this course alive, we need one part-time
teacher from the faculty to take responsibility of the course and communication channels, so students can be informed about the course. Teaching of the
course can be outsourced to a literary expert. The course structure for this
course is represented in paper IV. This course improves the following skills:
communication methods, innovative thinking and bringing students motivation towards more traditional engineering studies. However, as clear and efficient as this course is, it needs a staff member as a coordinator.

RQ3: What are the early career prospects of female engineers that graduate
from our university?
Traditionally, we are eager to debate the work and salaries between traditional female and male occupations. However, as stated in paper V, we also
have different career and salary development inside the same field (engineering). This is explained by studies that claim women are the weaker sex and
worse (salary) negotiators (Gerhart & Rynes, 1991) (Stevens;Bavetta;& Kahn,
1993) (Kray;Thompson ;& Galinsky, 2001). However, I must emphasise that,
in the long run, a working career is not so much a competition but an essential
part of one’s life.
Quite often in the beginning of one’s career, women usually have a bigger
burden in the household and with child upbringing than their male peers. Already in the five first years after graduation, male employees get more promotions and a better salary that is only partly explained by ‘baby tax’.
Despite career differences in favour of men, women consider their working
life satisfactory.


6.3 StudentEnrollmentStatisticsAfterMyStudy
My data collection is dated between 2003 and 2011. However, to see the big
picture, we have to take a look at figures all the way to nowadays. The percentage of female students in our technical schools has not risen during the years
2005-2014. The figures have to be researched carefully, since during my
timeframe two important administrative shifts were made:
1. 2010: Aalto University was created by a merger of the Helsinki School
of Economics, Helsinki University of Technology and the University
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of Art and Design Helsinki. The name of the old TKK was changed to
Aalto University School of Science and Technology.
2. 2011: Aalto University School of Science and Technology was split into four schools:
o School of Chemical Technology
o School of Electrical Engineering
o School of Engineering
o School of Science
The percentage of female freshers in bachelor’s degrees (BS) lowered from
24.5 to 22.4 % between 2011 and 2014. During 2011-2014 the percentage of
female students in bachelor’s degree programmes in our Technical Schools has
lowered from 17.8 to 17.3%. This difference is not alarming, but the overall
small portion of female students in bachelor’s degree programmes is. The percentage of female students in master’s degree programmes in our Technical
Schools has lowered from 26.0 to 23.3%. These figures are paralleled in U.S.
research (Nelson, 2014), where 13.3% of BS degrees and 28.7% of Master of
Science (MS) in CS were awarded to female candidates.
The above figures present a few basic phenomena:
Ͳ Women form a clear minority in applicants for engineering degrees in
our university.
Ͳ The proportion of female students has not risen despite efforts.
Ͳ Women form a clear minority in higher engineering education study
programmes in our university, especially in bachelor level programmes.
Ͳ Women discontinue their studies more often than their male peers in
our university.

6.4

Future Work: Survival Strategies

In 2012 I started a longitudinal study on female students’ study strategies
during their studies in our Technical Schools. I started to collect data from
female freshers from two study programmes: electronics and chemistry. The
study programs were chosen based on two things. First: electronics had a low
proportion of female students, whereas chemistry had a higher proportion of
female students. Second: the study programmes had approximately even admission scores. The yearly data collection method has been an interview and a
transcript of recordings. The fee from interviews was either a €20 voucher for
Stockmann20 or two movie tickets.
In the interviews my assistant collected data from three categories:
1. Basic questions: satisfaction towards studies and place of study, the
expectations, study success, etc.
2. The big picture: evaluation of teaching in one’s study programme (pros
and cons), impressions of one’s discipline, etc.
3. Communal questions: feeling at home in student departments, climate
issues, etc.

20

Popular department store in Finland
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4. How the climate is in regards to fellow students, departments, etc.
I have not analysed the data yet, but this will be my future research.


6.5 Finally
The last thing to remember is that even small actions can make a difference:
one visit to our stand in the student expedition could give a girl an idea of engineering studies. One role model found from the internet: something that
assured me that engineering is also for women. A tutor discussion where a
student displays the courage to express her uncertainties regarding her studies
could save one woman from discontinuing her studies. Mentoring (and sponsoring) systems can play a significant role in the career development of female
engineers.
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APPENDIX A

Timeline: My Research vs. Other Projects
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Timeline:
MyResearchvs.OtherProjects

MyPapers(firstauthor)

LessisNotMoreͲFemaleEngineers'CareerPaths
FiveYearsfromGraduation(publication5)
WomenandHigherEngineeringEducationͲChoosͲ
ingOne'sDegreeProgram&
PathwaystoMaleͲDominatedEngineeringProͲ
grams
(publication1&2)
BeyondtheConventionalEngineeringDisciplineͲ
TeachingProse&
'ManagingthechallengesͲintroducingthefemale
minorityintechnicalresearchsociety
(publication4&6)
Gender,CommunicationandComfortLevelin
HigherLevelComputerScienceEducationͲCase
Study
(publication3)

Events,Actions,Initiatives
2015
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2014
2013
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2012
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2012
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2011
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2010
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2009
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2008
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2007
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2006
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2005
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2004
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2003
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2002
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
2001

Science:it’sagirlthing!

RailsGirls

EuropeanCenterforWomenand
TechnologyECWT,established2008

GenderͲintoͲteaching–project
Austria2005Ͳ2007
Du,X.Bringingnewvaluesinengineering
education–genderedandlearninginPBL
PhD(AalborgUniversity)
WomeninindustryandtechnologyproͲ
jectinFinlandOuluUniversity
2001Ͳ2005
AseriesofgenderandtechnologyeduͲ
cationprojectsinTKK2001Ͳ2008
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Course Feedback Form (translated from Finnish)
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TKK/DepartmentofElectrical andCommunications Engineering

COURSEFEEDBACKFORM
Dear student!Bymeans ofthis questionnaire we aim todevelop courses.You
feedbackmatters.
Coursecode andname ____________________________________Date_________
Study program____________Participation incourse (0Ͳ100%):lectures_____exercises
Courseevaluation (circle thebest alternative)
1.

Did theworkload match thestudy credits?
too much work (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)too little work

2.Evaluate course material
text book
lecture slides
other material

poor (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)very good
poor (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)very good
poor (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)very good

3..Youroverallassessmentofthecourse

poor (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)very good

Coursepersonnel evaluation (This part ofquestionnaire isused asbasis forteacher’s salary bonus.)
Lecturer
not applicable
__________________________________________poor (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)very good
(E)
Assistant
__________________________________________ poor (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)very good
(E)
__________________________________________ poor (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)very good
(E)
__________________________________________ poor (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)very good
(E)
__________________________________________ poor (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)very good
(E)

Coursedevelopment
Did you learn inthis course?Was there something that discouraged your learning process?Were
you active onthecourse?What would you like tochange inthis course?Howwould you like to
further develop thecourse?

You can return this form either intheexamination or tostudent counselling mail box.
Thank you foryour answers!
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Student Survey (translated from Finnish)
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Student Survey: Computer as a Tool -course
Exercise group:
No. of exercise:
Please circle the most appropriate alternative:
1 female
2 male
Evaluate the level of difficulty of the assingments in this exercise:
1
2
3
4
5

far too easy
pretty easy
appropriate level
pretty dificult
far to difficult

Did you ask assistant for help:
1 no, because a
b
c
d
2 yes

I did not need assistance.
The assistant was too busy.
I did not dare or have the nerve to ask.
Something else, please specify.

What did you ask?

Did you ask other students for help?
1 no
2 yes

What did you ask??

How many exercises did you accomplish? (number of last accomplished exercise)
If this exercise was not the first exercise, evaluate:
Was this exercise
better
worse
similar
than the earlier exercises.
Other additional feedback:
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A Questionnaire of Literature Course (translated from Finnish)
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Aquestionnaireofliteraturecourse–Wehopetoseeyouranswersoon
Hi.
Youhaveparticipatedinourliteraturecourse.Ihopeyoucanquicklyanswerafew
questionsconcerningthecourse.IresearchthelonglongͲtermsignificanceofthe
courseinTKK’scoursepalette.Thenumberofstudentsinthiscourseissmall,soeach
answercounts.(Youcanalsoansweronlypartofthequestions.)
1. Elaborateonyourreasonsforparticipatinginthiscourse.IncaseyouparticipatͲ
edmorethanonce,whatwerethegroundsforthereͲrun?
2. Inalongertemporalperspective,whatwerethebestfeaturesonthecourse?
(Ideas,thoughts,highspirits,literacyawareness,motivationtowardstudies,joy
oflife,etc.).
3. Doyouconsideritlikelythatyouwillcontactotherstudentsfromthecourse
lateron?Inwhatkindofsituations?(Forexample,workorleisureͲrelatedcomͲ
moninterests?)
4. Haveyoucontactedtheotherstudentsfromthecourse?Forwhatreason?
5. DrawfreelyfromyourstreamͲofͲconsciousnessastohowyourlifehasbeenafͲ
terthecourse.Howdoyouconsideryourselfasapersonandastudent?What
areyourplansforthefuture?
OurcourseofliteratureisuncharacteristiccomparedtootherteachingsinTKK.Iaim
tofindouthowthecourseparticipantshaveexperiencedthecourseandwhatthey
considertobethecourse’sbenefitstothemafterwards.Iamalsointerestedinwhat
kindofstudentsthecoursebestserves.
Theanswersarestudiedconfidentially.Therespondent’spersonaldatawillnotbe
used,andonewillnotbeabletoconcludeaperson’sanswersfromtheresearch
results.
Ifthisquestionnairebegsanyquestions,Iwillbehappytoanswer.Ifyouwantto
shareotherthoughtsofthiscourseoranyotherbusiness,donothesitatetowritein
astreamͲofͲconsciousnessmanner.
Bestregards,
AuraPaloheimo
Aura.paloheimo@tkk.fi
09Ͳ4514850/040Ͳ0794311
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Career and Employment Survey for Graduates of 2005
Helsinki University of Technology
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Career and employment survey
for Graduates of 2005
Helsinki University of Technology





____years_____months,
ofwhich___years____monthsinanemploymentthatcorreͲ
spondstothelevelofmyeducation.

Answer the questions by circling/marking with a cross the most accurate
alternative or write your answer in the space provided.
You can also answer the Online survey at
www.aarresaari.net/uraseuranta/english.htm by using the identification
number marked in the upper right corner of this form.

EDUCATIONANDWORKHISTORY

1.Municipalityofresidencebeforeuniversitystudies:
___________________________________________________


Please choose the appropriate alternatives.

2
3

4

5

6

7


5.Howmanyemployershaveyouhadafteryourgraduation
(thepresentemployerincluded)?_____employers
6.Howmanyemployment/publicserviceemploymentrelaͲ
tionshipshaveyouhadafteryourgraduation(considereach
fixedͲtermemploymentasaseparateemploymentrelationship)?
_____employment/publicserviceemploymentrelationships


7.Afteryourgraduation,haveyou

2. Have you participated in any education after you completed your degree in 2005?
1

4.Howlonghaveyoubeenemployedafteryourgraduation?

Ihaveparticipatedineducationorganisedorpaidbymy
employer.
Ihaveparticipatedinlabourmarkettraining.
Ihaveparticipatedin/completedprofessionalspecialisaͲ
tionstudies,upgradingofqualifications,etc.,pleasespeciͲ
fy:_________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Ihavecompletedstudiesandaimatcompletinganother
academicdegree,pleasespecifythefieldofstudyandthe
estimatedyearofgraduation:________________________
________________________________________________

Ihavecompletedscientific/artisticpostgraduatestudies,
pleasespecifythefieldofstudyandtheyearofgraduation,
ifapplicable:______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Ihavecompletedothereducationordegree,pleasespeciͲ
fy:__________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Ihavenotparticipatedineducation.

3.Ifyouchosethealternatives4or5inthepreviousquestion,
pleasestatethemostimportantreasonforcompletinganothͲ
eracademicorpostgraduatedegree?


____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________


a)performedasanindependententrepreneur/selfͲemployed
person/freelancer?

1No 2Yes,____years___months

b)beenabsentfromworkinglifeduetofamilyleaves?

1No 2Yes,____years___months
8. Have you been unemployed after your graduation?
1
2

Ihavenotbeenunemployed.
Yes,___times,intotal___years___months.

9. If you have had difficulties to find employment after your
graduation, please assess how much the following factors have
contributed to your situation:

Pleasecirclethemostappropriatealternative:

1=notatall,2=onlyalittle,3=somewhat,
4=rathermuch,5=much,6=verymuch


1 2 3 4 5 6
1 Lack of work experience
2InadequatejobͲhuntingskills

1 2 3 4 5 6

3Lackofcontactnetworks

1 2 3 4 5 6

4MydegreeanditssubjectcombiͲ
nation

1 2 3 4 5 6

129

5MydegreeisnotwellͲknown

1 2 3 4 5 6

6Poorsituationinthelabourmarket
inthefieldofmystudies
1 2 3 4 5 6
7Regionallabourmarketsituation

1 2 3 4 5 6

8PeriodsofunemploymentbeͲ
tween
fixedͲtermemploymentrelationͲ
ships
9Inadequateknowledgeofworking
life

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1
2
3
4
5

1 2 3 4 5 6



14Areasonrelatingtothefamilyor
personalsituation

1 2 3 4 5 6

1

15Timeofmygraduation

1 2 3 4 5 6

16InadequateskillsinFinnish

1 2 3 4 5 6

17Somethingelse,pleasespecify:

1 2 3 4 5 6

Employed
Unemployed
Full-time studies (a study block or studies leading to a degree)
Family leave (maternity / paternity / parental / child care
leave)
Working with a grant
Something else, please specify:

____________________________________________
11.Ifyouwerenotemployedatthetimeofyourgraduation,
howlongdidittakebeforeyoustartedinyourfirstjobafter
graduating?

I started my first job ___ years ___ months after I graduated.



FIRSTJOBAFTERGRADUATION
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1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

10.Whichofthefollowingdefinitionsdescribesyoursituation
mostaccuratelyatthetimeofgraduation?

5
6



10Unawarenessofpersonalgoals
11Uncertaintyofpersonalskills
12Ihavenotfoundajobthatwould
interestme
13Gender

SITUATIONATTHETIMEOFGRADUATION

4

Thefollowingquestions(12Ͳ20)concernyourfirstjobafteryoucompleted
yourdegreein2005.YoumayhavestartedinthejobbeforeyougraduatͲ
ed.

12.Ofwhattypewastheemploymentrelationshipinyourfirst
job?



1
2
3



Permanent full-time job
Temporary full-time job
Part-time job, ___ hours / week
Independent entrepreneur / self-employed person / freelancer
Employment by subsidies / training



13.Whowasyourfirstprincipalemployer?

PrivateenterpriseoragovernmentͲownedcorporation(e.g.
ItellaCorporation,Yle),atleast250employees.
2 PrivateenterpriseoragovernmentͲownedcorporation,50Ͳ
249employees.
3 PrivateenterpriseoragovernmentͲownedcorporation,less
than50employees.
4 Municipality,federationofmunicipalities,municipalenterͲ
prise(e.g.HospitalDistrict)
5 Polytechnic
6 Government,unincorporatedgovernmententerprise
7 University
8 Association,congregation,foundation,orthelike;institution
orcommunitygovernedbypubliclaw(e.g.FinnishCentrefor
Pensions,FinnishInstituteofOccupationalHealth,SocialInͲ
suranceInstitutionofFinland,orBankofFinland)
9 Personalenterprise,practice,orbusinessnameetc.
10 Somethingelse,pleasespecify:
_______________________________________________


14.Whichcityortownwasyourfirstjoblocatedin?
___________________________________________________


15. Which of the following describes best the nature of your
work in your first principal job?
You may choose more than one alternative.


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Research
Educationorteaching
Leadershipormanagerialduties
Consultingortraining
Customerservice/patientwork
Marketingandsales
Planning,development,oradministrativetasks
Communicationsandmedia

9
10
11
12
13
14

Officeandstafftasks
Artisticwork
Legalwork
Religiouswork
Financingandeconomicmanagement
Something else, please specify:
_______________________________________________


16.Whichofthealternativesinquestion15describesyour
mainduties/tasksmostaccurately?
Pleasechooseonlyonealternative_______

17.Whatwasyouroccupationaltitleorjobtitleinyourfirst
job?
___________________________________________________

18.Wasthehigheracademicdegreeyoucompleted2005a
requirementforyourfirstjob?

10 Working with a grant
11 Something else, please specify:
________________________________________________


PleaseanswerthefollowingquestionsbasedonyourCURRENT
PRINCIPALEMPLOYMENT.Ifyouareonfamilyorstudyleave,
pleaseansweronthebasisofthejobyouareonleavefrom.Ifyou
areanindependententrepreneur,aselfͲemployedperson,ora
freelancer,pleaseanswertotheapplicablequestions.Ifyouare
notemployedatthemoment,orwhenforexampleyourfamily
leavebegan,pleasemoveontoquestion37.


22.Whoisyourprincipalemployer?


1
2



1No



2Yes
3Idon’tknow

3

PrivateenterpriseoragovernmentͲownedcorporation(e.g.
ItellaCorporation,Yle),atleast250employees.
PrivateenterpriseoragovernmentͲownedcorporation,50Ͳ
249employees.
PrivateenterpriseoragovernmentͲownedcorporation,less
than50employees.
(Morealternativesonthenextpage)


19. How well were you able to make use of the skills you
learned during your university studies in your first job?
1
2
3

I wasn’t able to make use of them almost at all.
I made use of them to some degree / partially.
I made use of them constantly.

20. How well did your first job correspond to the level of
your education?
1
2
3
4

My job was clearly not as demanding as my level of education would have provided.
My job was partially less demanding than my level of education would have provided.
My job corresponded well to the level of my education.
My job was more demanding than my education would have
provided.

YOURSITUATIONATTHEMOMENT
21.Whichofthefollowingdefinitionsdescribesyoursituation
mostaccuratelyatthemoment?

4

Municipality,federationofmunicipalities,municipalenterͲ
prise(e.g.HospitalDistrict)
5 Polytechnic
6 Government,unincorporatedgovernmententerprise
7 University
8 Association,congregation,foundation,orthelike;institution
orcommunitygovernedbypubliclaw(e.g.FinnishCentrefor
Pensions,FinnishInstituteofOccupationalHealth,SocialInͲ
suranceInstitutionofFinland,orBankofFinland)
9 Personalenterprise,reception,orbusinessnameetc.
10 Somethingelse,pleasespecify:

________________________________________________
23. Name of employer(optional information)

The name of the employer can be used in career guidance as
a concrete example of employers in a certain field.
________________________________________________
_
24. Which city or town is your job located in?


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Permanent full-time job
Temporary full-time job
Part-time job, ___ hours / week
Independent entrepreneur / self-employed person / freelancer
Employment by subsidies / training
Unemployed, my last employment ended (month/year)
___/___
Labour market training or the like
Full-time studies (a study block or studies leading to a degree)
Family leave (maternity / paternity / parental / child care
leave)

___________________________________________________
25. Which of the following definitions best describes your
principal employment at the moment?
You may choose more than one alternative.

1
2
3
4

Research
Educationorteaching
Leadershipormanagerialduties
Consultingortraining
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Customerservice/patientwork
Marketingandsales
Planning,development,oradministrativetasks
Communicationsandmedia
Officeandstafftasks
Artisticwork
Legalwork
Religiouswork
Financingandeconomicmanagement
Something else, please specify:
__________________________________________



26.Whichofthealternativesinquestion25describesbest
yourmainduties/tasksmostaccurately?

Pleasechooseonlyonealternative_______


27.Whatisyouroccupationaltitleorjobtitle?


2
3
4

5
6
7


Ihaven’tbeenabletofindajobthatwouldcorrespondtothe
levelofmyeducation.
Mycurrentjobismoreinterestingthanajobthatwould
correspondtothelevelofmyeducation.
Thewagesand/ortermsofemploymentarebetterinmy
currentjobthaninajobthatwouldcorrespondtothelevel
ofmyeducation.
EducationIhaveacquiredelsewherehasledmetomycurͲ
rentjob.
Ihavechosennottogetajobthatwouldcorrespondtomy
education.
Someotherreason,pleasespecify:

_______________________________________________

32.HowmuchisorwasyourgrosssalaryinSeptember2010,
regularallowances,taxvalueofbenefitsinkind,andovertime
paysincluded?Ifyouareanindependententrepreneur,aselfͲ
employedperson,orafreelancer,pleasereportyouraverage
monthlyincome.
___________euros/month

___________________________________________________
28.Isthehigheracademicdegreeyoucompleted2005areͲ
quirementforyourcurrentjob?

33. Assess the job satisfaction in your current job based on the
following statements: Please circle the most appropriate alternative:
1 = I completely disagree, 2 = I disagree, 3 = I somewhat disagree,
4 = I somewhat agree, 5 = I agree, 6 = I completely agree


1No



2Yes
3Idon’tknow



29. How well are you able to make use of the skills you
learned during your university studies in your current job?
1
2
3

I’m not able to make use of them almost at all.
I make use of them to some degree / partially.
I make use of them constantly.

30. How well does your current job correspond to the level
of your education?
1
2
3
4

My job is clearly not as demanding as my level of education
would provide.
My job is partially less demanding than my level of education would provide.
My job corresponds to the level of my education well.
My job is more demanding than my education would provide.

31. If your current job does not correspond to the level of
your education, what was the most important reason for
accepting the job? Please choose one alternative.
1
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I’m continuing in a job I had before I graduated.

1 2 3

4

5

6

1 2 3

4

5

6

1 2 3

4

5

6

1 2 3

4

5

6

5MyworkisindependentandI
haveresponsibilities.
6MyjobprovidesmewithsuffiͲ
cientchallenges.

1 2 3

4

5

6

1 2 3

4

5

6

7MyjobismentallytoodemandͲ
ing.
8Ihavetoomuchworktodo.

1 2 3

4

5

6

1 2 3

4

5

6

9ThecontinuityofmyemployͲ
mentrelationshipisuncertain.

1 2 3

4

5

6

10I’mabletobalancebetweenmy
jobandotherareasoflife.

1 2 3

4

5

6

11IhavethecareerIplannedfor.

1 2 3

4

5

6

1 My job is interesting.
2Myjobenablesmetoadvancein
mycareer.
3MyjobmakesitpossibletodeͲ
velopmyskills.
4Mytasksareversatile.


IfyouhaveafixedͲtermemploymentorpublicserviceemployͲ
mentrelationshipatthemoment,pleaseanswerthequestions
34Ͳ36.Ifnot,pleasemoveontoquestion37.

34. What is the primary reason for your employment relationship or public service employment relationship being for
a fixed-term? Please choose one alternative.

SIGNIFICANCE OF UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Please circle the most appropriate alternative:

37. How satisfied are you with the degree you completed in
2005 in relation to your career?

Thenatureofthework(e.g.projectorseasonalwork).
Temporary post.
Managementofanopenpost/position.
Employerhasnotwantedtomakethejobpermanent.
ThepostisforafixedͲtermonmyinitiative.
Idon’tknowthereasonformypostbeingforafixedͲterm.
Something else, please specify:

1 = extremely dissatisfied
2 = dissatisfied
3 = somewhat dissatisfied
4 = somewhat satisfied
5 = satisfied
6 = extremely satisfied

_______________________________________________
Please explain why:

35. For which period of time is your current fixed-term employment relationship or public service employment relationship made?
For ____ years ___ months

36. Have you had several fixed-term employments or public
service employment relationships with the same employer
after your graduation?

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

1 No
2 Yes, the number of employment relationships: ________
38. How important are the following skills and know-how in your current job? How well did university studies develop the
working life skills in question? If you are not employed at the moment, please assess on the basis of your last employment. Please
circle the most appropriate alternative.



How important are these skills and
know-how in your current job?

How well did university studies develop
these working life skills?

1= not important at all, 2= only slightly important,
3 = somewhat important, 4 = rather important,
5 = important, 6 = extremely important

1 = extremely inadequately, 2 = inadequately,
3 = somewhat inadequately, 4 = rather well,
5 = well, 6 = very well

1 Theoretical skills from the field of study
2 Analytical, systematic thinking skills
3 Information acquisition skills
4 Problem solving skills
5 Team work skills and social skills
6 Negotiation skills
----------------------------------------------------------7 Organisation and coordinating skills
8 Managerial skills
9 Project management skills
10 Knowledge of legislation
11 Finance planning and budgeting
12 Knowledge of basics of business operations
----------------------------------------------------------

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

13
14
15
16
17

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

IT and communication technology skills
Communication skills in Finnish
Communication skills in Swedish
Communication skills in English
Communication skills in other languages,
please specify:________________________
18 Ability as a public performer
19 Teaching, educating and guidance skills

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

Thank you for your answers! Here you can give additional information. You may also comment on the questionnaire.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX F

A User Survey for Web-Community for Women: Theme Interview
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AUserSurveyforWebͲCommunityforWomen:ThemeInterview
Workinglife
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Tellaboutyourdutiesatwork.Whatisyourjobdescription?
Whatarethebestpartsofyourjob?Whatarethenasties?
Whatareyouworkresponsibilities?
Whatkindofskillsyourjobrequires?(Forexampleinteractionskills,reͲ
searchskills,leadingskills,teaching?)
Whattools(programs,equipment)youuse?Howdoyoucommunicate
withothers?
Describeyourworkcommunity(superior,colleagues,teammembers)
Isyourworkcommunitymaledominated?Ifitis,tellhowitfeelstowork
withyourmalecolleagues.
Whodoyouworkwith(alone,inateam)?AreyourclosecoͲworkersmen
orwomen?
Support:doyougetsupportforyourwork?Fromwhomyougetsupport
foryourwork?Whatkindofsupport(concrete,spiritual?)Wouldyou
needmoresupport?Fromwhom?Whatkindsofsupportdoyoulongfor
more?
Whatisyourworknetwork?Forexampleinwhatkindofsocieties/web
societiesyoubelongto?
Whatkindofproblems/conflictsyoufaceinyourwork?Howyousolve
them?
Doyouwanttoaddsomethingconcerningyourjob?

Familyandleisure
1. Tellaboutyourcurrentsituationinlife(spouse,children).
2. Everydayroutines(hobbies,whopicksupthechildren,householdwork,
etc.)Problems?
3. Howwellyoumanagetobalanceworkandfamily?Problems?
4. Whatkindofsupportyouwouldliketoyoureverydayroutines?(ForexͲ
amplechildbringing,childcare).
5. Wheredoyougetsupportforeverydayroutines?Whatkindofsupport?
6. Howdoesthefluencyofeverydayroutinesaffectyourworksuccess?
7. Areyouamemberofcommunity/webcommunityinyoursparetime?
Whatkind?
8. Doyouhavetimeforyourself?Whatdoyoudoinyoursparetime(alone,
withfamily/friends)?
9. Whatdoyouwishforyourfuture(work/family)?
10. Doyoufindyourselfintherightprofessionalfield?
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